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Public meeting of the Board of Directors  
Thursday 25th March 2021 at 12.45 pm 

By virtual means 
 
Present: Chair:  Chris Outram (CO), Chairman 
  Dr Jane Maher (JM), Non-executive Director 
  Tarun Kapur (TK), Non-executive Director 
   Robert Ainsworth (RA), Non-executive Director 
  Neil Large (NL), Non-executive Director  
  Prof Kieran Walshe (KW), Non-executive Director 
  Roger Spencer (RS), Chief Executive   
  Wendy Makin (WPM), Executive Medical Director 
  Bernie Delahoyde (BD), Chief Operating Officer 
  Eve Lightfoot (EL), Director of Workforce 
  Prof Chris Harrison (CJH), Executive Medical Director (strategy) 
  Joanne Fitzpatrick (JF), Executive Director of Finance  
  Prof Janelle Yorke (JY), Executive Chief Nurse 
   
In attendance: Prof Fiona Blackhall, Honorary Academic Consultant Medical Oncology 
   Prof John Radford, Director of Research 
   Wes Dale, Managing Director of Research 

Janet Morley, Public Governor, Manchester 
Colin Bamford, Public Governor, Trafford 
Paula Turner, Public Governor, Manchester 
Deborah Matier, Value Solutions Manager, Amgen Ltd 

 
Minutes:  Louise Westcott (LW), Company Secretary 
 
Clinical presentation:  Surgical Services and the response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Miss Eva 
Myriokefalitaki & Rachel Aziz, Theatre Manager 
 
EM introduced the presentation and noted the changes that have been made in the last year for 
surgical services. Anaesthetic resource and critical care availability have been impacted and 
elective work was initially suspended. There was an assessment of what role The Christie could 
play and the team focussed on our strengths and we have continued to provide cancer care. We 
were established as a green site and worked through the cancer hub to continue to provide surgery 
& care for patients from across GM using a system of prioritisation.  
 
A video was shown to summarise the challenges, successes and changes across surgery 
including the wards and in the theatres. A minimal amount of surgery was postponed during the 
year. Changes to PPE requirements and infection control procedures, testing of staff and patients 
and the changes to the physical space were shown. Preparation and rehabilitation of surgical 
patients was outlined as well as changes in practice and the need to update standard operating 
procedures (SOP’s). Footfall was reduced for staff and patients to make the site safe and social 
distancing put in place. Clinics have been reviewed and suitable patients ‘seen’ virtually. 
 
The system for booking patients was outlined as well as the safety measures put in place and the 
way the team have worked together virtually. Our elective care programme has continued, this is 
reviewed daily, all patients have been clinically prioritised including patients from across GM. 
 
EM noted that it’s been a very challenging year that required a lot of cross team working. Staff 
have never been short of PPE, the response has been managed very well and we have maintained 
a green site.  
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EM outlined that the Cancer Hub was proposed early on so that we maintained ourselves as a 
green site to carry on elective activity for cancer for patients across GM by priority group. This 
ensured that urgent surgery for cancer continued and waiting times for the cancers we provide 
surgery for were kept down. 
 
CO thanked the team for the presentation and invited questions. 
 
CB noted his thanks to the team for presenting the video that allows us to see what’s happening in 
the Trust. 
 
CO conveyed her thanks to the surgical team for presenting to the Board and for updating the 
meeting. 
 
Item Action 

04/21 Standard business   

a Apologies  

 Kathryn Riddle (KR) Non-executive Director   

b Declarations of Interest  

 None received  

c Minutes of the previous meeting – 28th January 2021  

 Noted that JF was not marked as apologies and the date had not been 
updated. Amendments were noted and changes made. 

 

d Action plan rolling programme, action log & matters arising  

 All items from the rolling programme are noted as on the agenda, no actions 
noted 

 

05/21 Reports   

a Chief executive’s report   

 RS drew attention to the SITREP report and was pleased to note that we are 
now at the lowest point of escalation. We continue to deliver our normal activity 
across the range of treatments we provide. We are also continuing to provide 
surgery to patients across GM 
The staff vaccination programme for the second dose is going very well and we 
have delivered approximately 1200 jabs since Monday. This is excellent 
progress. 
RS noted that our medical director, Dr Wendy Makin is retiring at the end of 
April. She’s been with us since 1984 and has given incredible service to the 
Trust in this time. On behalf of the Board RS thanked WM for her amazing 
contribution. CO also thanked WM for her incredible work and service. WM has 
pioneered palliative care services and has led incredible work to develop this 
as a speciality for cancer patients. 
CO congratulated the ward sisters for their shortlist for the BAME awards. 
CH confirmed the results of the interviews for the Research Director. Prof 
Fiona Blackhall has been appointed and will come into post on 1st June. 

 

b Integrated performance, quality & finance report  

 BD outlined the key points from the report.  
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No SI’s or never events. 6 moderate incidents. 
1 new corporate risk at 16, 1 risk at 20, 8 risks at 16 and 5 risks at 15. 
0 MRSA, 3 C Diff with no lapses in care. 3 E-Coli post 48 hours and 15 covid 
nosocomial infections. This was an outbreak in the surgical ward and details 
were pointed to in the paper. 
3 new complaints, 50 pals contacts, 3 inquests and 1 clinical negligence claim. 
Access target progress was outlined. 18 weeks at 98.6%. 62 day performance 
is at 80%, 24 day 84.9% and 31 days at 99%. There are 22 104 day waiters. 0 
cancelled operations in month. Improvements in LOS and recovering referral 
rates, surgery is still slightly low. 
Activity levels were shown for chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery. 
Workforce metrics were outlined, PDR and essential training rates are under 
plan and now being monitored through regular review. 
In terms of the financial position at the end of February; 
• EBITDA surplus is £25.182m 
• I&E surplus is £691k 
• Deficit of £4.618m 
• Cash balance £171,235k 
• Debtor days of 9 
• Capital expenditure at 76.8% against the revised NHSI plan 
CO invited questions. 
NL asked about the clinical incidents. 
JY responded that they have gone down to 98, the majority are related to 
chemotherapy reactions that were expected. The team are looking into this in 
more details. Radiation incidents have peaked in November - thresholds for 
reporting have changed so there are now minor incidents that are reportable 
that were not previously. 
Incidents are reviewed by theme and learning and are reviewed in detail by the 
Quality Assurance Committee for trends etc. 
NL asked about the recovery plans and when these will be revised. BD 
responded that this is being done at the current time and will be ready for the 
new financial year. RS stressed that there is not a backlog of activity for us, we 
are treating the activity that is referred to us. NL noted that we must match our 
resource to the peaks we anticipate. BD noted that we are looking at early 
indicators of what will be referred to us and this is a key part of our planning. 
KW asked about the consequences of the changes to capacity on how we can 
address the demand. BD responded that we are getting better at this and have 
changed scheduling, opened new areas etc, we will be comfortable to deliver 
the 19/20 activity levels. Radiotherapy are likely to keep some of the changes 
to fractionation rates that will help us maintain more activity.  
JM asked about the income consequences of the changes to fractionation 
rates. BD responded that we are mapping this through. 

c Revisions to the Scheme of Delegation  

 JF noted that the SFI’s were amended at the beginning of the pandemic to give 
delegated authority for investments up to £10m that was then reported to 
Board. We now propose to revert to our previous SFI’s and stand back up our 
governance committees to enable the normal approval process.  
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Board approved the return to normal SFI’s.  
JF noted that there was nothing approved in month. 

d Six monthly compliance with NICE safe staffing guidelines  

 JY presented the report. The requirements to report safe staffing is still paused 
nationally but we have continued to assess and report this as normal. 
Fill rate for nursing has been above 97% and we haven’t used any agency 
nursing for a year and have no breaches in registered nurse to patient ratio. 
The Ward Sisters reports are very positive. We have an amazing group of ward 
sisters who are very proud of their areas and they have delivered a high 
standard of care to patients. Challenges have been managed well including 
ward changes. The acuity of patients on ward 11 has changed and the nursing 
is being assessed to respond to this.  
Critical care has been a challenge as has an outbreak on ward 10. During the 
outbreak a group of nurses stayed within the covid area to provide consistent 
care to those patients. 
Access to HCA’s has been a challenge so a pool has been established of staff 
who are happy to move around and they can be flexed demanding on demand. 
This has reduced the need to move qualified nurses. 
CO noted that it’s interesting to see ward managers talking about financial 
pressures. JY agreed and noted that we have been very fortunate to keep 
recruitment high. We are also using year 4 aspirant nurses that gives us a 
good flow of nurses. We are looking at retention of these nurses. We are also 
looking at the skill mix to prepare for higher acuity of patients as a result of later 
diagnosis during the pandemic. 
Board noted the report. 

 

e Infection Prevention and Control Board Assurance Framework  

 JY presented the BAF that follows on from further guidance that has been 
received. We have done a True for Us review that’s shown improvements we 
needed to make e.g. fit testing.  
The MIAA audit gave moderate assurance around data collection and a new 
appointment has now been made to collect the required data. 
Compliance with testing at day 1, 3 and 7 is closely monitored. Ward sisters 
have taken charge of ensuring compliance. Patients are also tested every 7 
days after day 7. 
NL noted that it is good to see this document. He asked if staff undertake lamp 
testing and about guidance around non-clinical environments. 
BD noted that we are not participating with lamp testing – we use PCR testing 
and all front facing staff are tested. About 1600 staff are tested every week. 
Our guidance also covers non-clinical areas. 

 

f Responsible Officer Report: Appraisal and Revalidation 2020-21  

 WM presented her last report as RO. CH will be taking over as RO. One of our 
Associate Medical Directors is training as an RO to work alongside CH. 
Appraisal and revalidation was paused earlier in the year, this has 
recommenced from October and about 50% of staff have had appraisal in year. 
Those that were missed are classified as ‘approved missed appraisal’ and 
there are no consequences. 
Processes are now flowing again. The ‘Fair to refer’ report from the GMC 
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tasked us with looking at how we handle concerns about doctors. The outcome 
report shows no concerns about any bias in the way we are handling concerns. 
Questions were invited. 
JM asked about the scope within appraisal and whether it included private 
practice. WM confirmed that it does include private practice and any work a 
doctor does. The responsibility is on the doctor to bring the data. Most of our 
doctors who undertake private practice do so through the Christie clinic, if not 
they must obtain a letter through the organisation to say there are no issues. 
This is part of the scrutiny through appraisal. 
KW thanked WM for setting the revalidation up at The Christie and asked how 
well this works for those that are not full time staff. 
WM noted that we offer appraisal for those who work with us, the system now 
works very well to keep track of all doctors and they are sighted in the system. 
It works well. 
CH added that the doctors who have short term appointments are the risk in 
the system but what we have now works significantly better than it ever did 
before. This is not an issue or risk for The Christie. 

g Staff survey 2020 results  

 EL presented a summary of the 2020 staff survey. The results are 
benchmarked and are presented in the context of the best, average and worst 
results for Acute Specialist Trusts. There are also details of changes made 
from the previous year. 
For the NHS Staff Survey 2020, a full census was carried out with 1,505 of our 
staff completing questionnaires. This represents a 49% response rate, our best 
response since 2016. 
Overall the Trust 2020 results are positive & the organisation scores best in 
one thematic area and higher than average in six, with only the quality of care 
lower than the national average for specialist Trusts. 
Overall the Trust scored better than average for Equality, diversity & inclusion.   
Overall the Trust scored equal to average for Health and Wellbeing. However it 
should be noted that the Trust has a higher score in the Health & wellbeing 
theme (6.5) when compared to the trust’s 2019 score (6.3). 
• 64.6% of our staff were satisfied or very satisfied with the opportunities for 

flexible working patterns.  This is over 10% better than the Trust’s 2019 
score (53.9%) which demonstrates a strong improvement.   

• 26% of our staff said they had experienced musculoskeletal problems 
(MSK) as a result of work activities which is just below the average of 
26.6%.  This is the highest this score has been for over 5 years. 

• 39.4% of our staff said they have felt unwell as a result of work related 
stress during the last 12 months. This highlights a need to do more to 
support staff to manage stress at work which is being looked at as part of 
the current Stress Risk Assessment review. 

Overall the Trust scored equal to average for Immediate managers. 
• 74.8% of our staff reported they were satisfied or very satisfied with the 

support they get from their immediate manager compared to 72.8% in 
2019.  

• 64% of our staff felt that their immediate manager gives them clear 
feedback on their work which is below the average of 65.7%. 
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• 75.2% of our staff felt that their immediate manager takes a positive interest
in their health and wellbeing and 76.7% of our staff felt that their immediate
manager values their work which is also above the average of 76.0%.

The Trust has re-launched the ‘Managing for Success’ manager development 
programme which is now being delivered virtually and continues to develop its 
positive working environment plans. The Christie Leadership programme sees 
its first cohort complete the programme on the 31st March and we have 
implemented our coaching and mentoring programme. 
Overall the Trust scored better than average for morale. 
• 75.2% of our staff believed they receive the respect they deserved from

colleagues at work. This is above the average score of 72.4%.
• 53.6% of our staff felt that relationships at work were never or rarely

strained which is above the average score of 49.1%.
• Fewer of our staff reported their intention to leave the Trust, their intention

to look for a job at a new organisation in the next 12 months or their
intention to leave the Trust as soon as they can find another job when
compared to the average scores for the benchmarking group.

Overall the Trust scored worse than average for quality of care. 
• 87.2% of our staff are satisfied with the quality of care they give to our

patients/service users. This is below the average of other Trusts in the
benchmark group.

• 92.7% of our staff feel that their role makes a difference to patients/service
users compared to an average of 90.8%.

• 76.8% of our staff feel that they are able to deliver the care they aspire to
which is below the benchmarking average of 79.1%.

Overall the Trust scored better than average for Safe environment – Bullying & 
Harassment. The number of our staff who said they have experienced bullying 
and harassment from colleagues or managers has increased since 2019 
however, our results remain better that the national average. 
The Christie People Plan 2021/21 includes actions to embed the Trust’s 
RESPECT campaign and to develop an action plan/strategy aimed at reducing 
bullying and harassment. 
Overall the Trust scored the best score for Safe environment – Violence 
when compared to the benchmarking group. 
Overall the Trust scored better than average for Safety culture when compared 
to the benchmarking group of Acute Specialist Trusts. 
• 69.9% of our staff said that the organisation treat staff who are involved in

an error, near miss or incident fairly.
• 69% of our staff feel that they are given feedback about changes made in

response to reported errors, near misses and incidents which is above the
benchmarking score and is the highest this score has been in the last five
years.

• 74.3% of our staff would feel secure in raising concerns about unsafe
clinical practice which is below the benchmarking average of 75.6%.

• Particularly pleasing is that 66.8% of our staff feel confident that the Trust
would address their concern and 85.3% of our staff believe that the Trust
acts upon patient concerns, both of which are above the benchmarking
scores for these questions.
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Overall the Trust scored better than average for Staff engagement when 
compared to the benchmarking group. 
• 90.7% of our staff agree or strongly agree that the care of patients/service 

users is the organisation’s top priority which is above the benchmarking 
average score of 89.2%.   

• 92.6% of staff would recommend The Christie as a place to receive 
treatment and 76.5% of staff would recommend the Trust as a place to 
work which is the highest this score has been over the past five years.  

Overall the Trust scored equal to average for Team working when compared to 
the benchmarking group. 
New for the NHS Staff Survey is a breakdown of the theme scores for staff in 
COVID-19 classification subgroups given the context of the past year.  Staff 
were asked four classification questions relating to their experience during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The data shows that the experiences of staff shielding 
(either for self or for a household member) are below that of all staff in the 
majority of the 10 themes.  Those staff who have been redeployed or required 
to work remotely/from home show better scores when compared to the scores 
of all staff. 
The benchmarking for us against all other specialist Trusts was shown and we 
are within the top four for all domains out of 14, number one for Violence and 
Aggression and number two for EDI. 
Local benchmarking shows us equal to or first in seven domains which is a 
fantastic achievement. 
EL summarised the results are really positive and above the benchmarking 
average. There are some key areas of focus including where staff feel they 
have been discriminated against compared to others. Focus around health & 
wellbeing in particular to the management of stress and supporting staff with 
musculoskeletal conditions, enabling and supporting staff to feel they deliver 
excellent quality care to our patients, bullying & harassment and staff 
engagement.   
EL noted that we are already progressing a number of programmes of work to 
address some of our areas of focus for example on stress risk assessments 
and also the Trust Respect campaign. 
CO congratulated the team on a great set of results and noted the valuable 
information. 
RA noted the really impressive results in a difficult year and wondered about 
the quality of care. EL noted that we looking at what is behind this response. 
There’s a risk we can misinterpret what staff are trying to tell us, when this is 
looked at alongside what patients are telling us we do not see problems. Staff 
set themselves very high standards and have been frustrated by the limitations 
that the circumstances of the pandemic have had and this may be what we are 
seeing in the feedback. 
TK noted that staff are very hard on themselves and staff under pressure may 
feel they are not providing the best care even when they are. Considering the 
pressure of the last year, these are remarkable results. 
EL noted that the Grand Round is very useful and we get good engagement 
from staff in these sessions. An invite will be sent to Board for the workforce 
session. 
NL noted that we always learn from the surveys. The results are excellent and 
compare incredibly favourably. It would be good to see the response rates 
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improve. EL noted that we have tried to incentivise staff to complete the 
survey. There will be a big focus on feeding back to staff around what we do in 
response to the feedback we get from these surveys – this has been very 
difficult in 2020 but we will do this more going forward. 
CH noted that we have also undertaken a nationally validated medical staff 
survey in recent months. We have had around a 63% response rate. Headline 
figures show that we are above average in terms of medical engagement. In 
the 10 categories we are higher than average in 5 areas, 4 in the average 
range and 1 in the lower. This will also help us to focus on where we can 
improve for this group of staff. 

06/21 Approvals  

a Board governance 
i  Directors letters of representation 
ii  Register of directors interests 
iii  Fit & proper persons declaration 
iv   Declaration of independence 
v General data protection requirement (GDPR) 

 

 Letters have been circulated to Board members. Everyone was asked to 
complete the forms and return them to the company secretary’s office by email 
or hard copy. 

 
All 

directors 

b Annual reporting cycle 2021/22  

 CO noted the reporting cycle for the Board and asked for approval. 
Approved. 

 

c Corporate objectives and board assurance framework 2021/22  

 RS noted the paper. Normally we would have a full set of annual objectives, 
however due to the delays in the planning framework and the continuation of 
the incident this process of objective setting has been delayed for 2021/22 and 
will be picked up at the appropriate time. The draft BAF for 2021/22 was noted. 
RA asked about corporate objective 4 and consideration of the wording. 

 
 
 

Exec 
directors 

07/21 Board assurance  

a Board assurance framework 2020/21  

 RS noted the updated BAF and the updated risk scores. No changes were 
suggested. 

 

b Audit Committee report  

 NL noted the content of the meeting and invited questions.  
CH asked about the list of reports that were reviewed and what the outcome of 
the audits were.  
Action to share the outcomes of the audits to executives not on the committee. 

 
 
 

LW 
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Agenda item 09/21d

Month From Agenda No Issue Responsible Director Action To Agenda no
Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report 10/21b

Register of matters approved by the board CEO April 2020 to March 2021 11/21a
Annual reporting cycle Medical directors report - Research update (key issues, 

progress against objectives and future plans)
DoR Review 10/21c

Annual reporting cycle Annual Corporate Objectives CEO Review 2020/21 progress N/A
Modern Slavery Act update CEO Approve 10/21a
Board effectiveness review Chairman Undertake survey Survey to be circulated
Workforce update DoW Quarterly review 11/21b
Freedom to speak up Guardian report FTSUG Quarterly update 11/21b

Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Annual reporting cycle Annual reports from audit & quality assurance committees Committee chairs Assurance

Annual reporting cycle Annual report, financial statements and quality accounts 
(incl Annual governance statement / Statement on code of 
governance)

EDoF&BD Approve

Monitor provider licence Self certification declarations EDoF&BD To approve the declarations
Annual reporting cycle Annual compliance with the CQC requirements CN&EDoQ Declaration / approval
Annual reporting cycle Medical directors report - Education update DoSoO Review

Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Workforce update DoW Quarterly review
Digital update CIO/CCIO/CCIO 

(nursing)
Progress report

Annual sustainability report (from November) DoC&E Update
Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response 
(EPRR) annual report 2019-20

COO For approval

July 2021 - no meeting Integrated performance & quality report and finance report COO Monthly report By email

May 2021

Meeting of the Board of Directors - 2021

Action plan rolling programme after March 2021 meeting 

June 2021

April 2021
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Month From Agenda No Issue Responsible Director Action To Agenda no
August 2021 - no meeting Integrated performance & quality report and finance report COO Monthly report By email

Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Compliance with NICE Safe Staffing Guidelines CN&EDoQ Six month review

Annual reporting cycle Risk Management strategy CN&EDoQ Annual review
06/21c Annual objectives Exec Dirs Review annual objectives

Annual reporting cycle Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response 
assurance process

COO Approval of compliance status

Annual reporting cycle Corporate objectives & board assurance framework CEO Interim review
Annual reporting cycle Executive medical directors report - Research review (key 

issues, progress against objectives and future plans)
DoR Six month review

Freedom to speak up guardian FTSUG Annual report
Digital update CIO/CCIO/CCIO 

(nursing)
Progress report

Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Annual reporting cycle Executive medical directors report - Education review (key 

issues, progress against objectives and future plans)
DoSoO Six month review

Digital update
Annual sustainability report EDoF&BD Update

December 2021 - no meeting Integrated performance & quality report and finance report COO Monthly report By email

Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Workforce update DoW Quarterly review

February 2022 - no meeting Integrated performance & quality report and finance report COO Monthly report By email

Annual reporting cycle Corporate planning (corporate objectives / BAF 2020/21) Executive directors Approve next year's BAF / note delay in 
planning

Annual reporting cycle Letter of representation & independence Chair Directors to sign
Annual reporting cycle Register of directors interests Chair Report for approval
Annual reporting cycle Integrated performance report COO Monthly report
Annual reporting cycle Declaration of independence (non-executive directors 

only)
Chair For completion by NEDs

Responsible Officer report IEMD Medical Appraisal & Revalidation Annual 
report

Annual reporting cycle Chair Approve
Six monthly compliance with NICE safe staffing guidelines CN&EDoQ Review

March 2022

October 2021

January 2022

November 2021

Sepember 2021
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Agenda item: 09/21d 

 

Action log following the board of directors meetings held on  

Thursday 25th March 2021 

 
 

No. Agenda Action By who Progress Board review 

1 06/21c Review objectives  
Exec 

Directors 
Annual objectives to be 

reviewed  September 2021 

2 07/21b 
To share the outcomes of the audits from the Audit 
Committee report with Executives not on the Audit 
Committee. 

LW Audits shared Complete 
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Agenda item 10/21a 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

Subject / Title Chief executive's report 

Author(s) Chief executive 

Presented by Roger Spencer 

Summary / purpose of paper To keep the board of directors updated on key 
external developments & relationships 

Recommendation(s) The board is asked to note the contents of the 
paper 

Background Papers n/a 

Risk Score n/a 

Link to: 

 Trust’s Strategic Direction

 Corporate Objectives

Achievement of corporate plan and objectives 

You are reminded not to use 
acronyms or abbreviations wherever 
possible.  However, if they appear in 
the attached paper, please list them in 
the adjacent box. 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment 
NHSEI NHS England Improvement 
CQC Care Quality Commission 
MCRC Manchester Cancer Research 

Centre 
GM Greater Manchester 
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Agenda item 10/21a 
Meeting of the Board of Directors 

Thursday 29th April 2021 
Chief executive’s report 

 
1. Situation Report 

The Christie remains at trust escalation Level 1 – business as usual, subject to Covid 
adjustments.  We continue to provide all cancer care and treatment for our patients, 
including those who have been affected by Covid.  We also provide some additional 
treatment for patients who may usually have received their cancer care in other hospitals 
across our network.  Whilst we have plans in place to maintain services should a further 
wave of Covid infection take place, we are developing plans that will continue to support 
the continued sustained delivery of our services going forward as well as supporting the 
full recovery of cancer service across other care providers in our Greater Manchester 
system. 
 
The table below summarises the position on the 21st March at the Trust with Covid cases 
and staff absence as well as service readiness. 
 
Positive patients (New) 
(Inpatients & outpatients) 

0 (0) Current Positive IP 0 (0) 

Suspected patients 
Breakdown by location 

0 (1) Covid + patients in April 
to date 

2 (7 in total for March) 

Total Staff off COVID-19 
related 

13 (13) PPE Stock Green 

Bed status Amber OCCU beds Amber 

  Cumulative IP Deaths 29(29 as of 25.02.2021) 

Service Readiness 
overall status 

Green Asymptomatic staff 
testing compliance  

80.9% (75.1%) 

Number of staff 
vaccinated to date 

1st dose - 3455 as 
of 8am 20.01.21 

2nd dose – 3335 as of 
18.04.21 

 

() previous weeks position 
 

2. NHSI Review 
The NHSEI Rapid Review which commenced in November 2020 is progressing and we 
continue to provide any information required to the investigating team.  It is anticipated 
that the review will report in Spring 2021. 
 

3. Planning 2021/22 
We are continuing to work with system colleagues and our clinical teams on planning our 
activity and expect to be in a position to present plans that reflect expected activity and 
recovery components for H1 at the end of this month. 
 

4. NHS System Oversight Framework Consultation 
Proposals for NHSE/I oversight framework 21/22 replacing the previous single oversight 
framework have been set out for consultation.  There are significant changes which reflect 
the move towards a system led delivery of integrated care.  The key elements include: 
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• Providing clarity to integrated care systems on how performance will be monitored and 
set out the expectations for system working 

• Guide oversight at system, place and organisation level 
• Describe working with the CQC and other stakeholders 
• Set out a new support programme to replace the special measures regime 
A response to the consultation is being developed including incorporating views from 
stakeholder groups.  This will be submitted by the 14th May. 
 
Further information can be found at  
https://www.engage.england.nhs.uk/consultation/system-oversight-framework-2021-
22/user_uploads/b0381-consultation-on-a-new-nhs-system-oversight-framework-2021-
22.pdf  
 

5. NHS People Pulse 
In addition to our annual staff survey NHS People Pulse is a national online survey which 
provides a temperature check of how staff are feeling in that particular month. 
 
The March wave was launched internally on the 11th March 2021 and closed on 31st March 
2021.  77 members of staff took part in the March 2021 wave of the NHS People Pulse.  This 
equates to approximately 2.4% of the Trust workforce.  Overall, colleague feedback on 
coronavirus support is positive, with 89.6% of staff who completed the survey feeling 
informed and 79.2% feeling confident about local leaders.  70.1% of staff who completed 
the survey felt supported and 54.5% felt able to have a work-life balance. 
 
A summary of the March 2021 wave of results will be placed on HIVE and communicated to staff. 
 

6. Living With and Beyond Cancer Science  
The launch of The Christie Centre for Living Beyond Cancer Science took place on the 
21st April.  The event showcased the diverse strength and depth amongst our clinical and 
academic teams in this important and developing field. 

 
There were four sessions each exploring different aspects of living with and beyond 
cancer science from a multi-disciplinary perspective which were followed by questions and 
discussion. 

 
Professor Rob Bristow presented the key note address - Living with and beyond cancer 
science – the MCRC perspective.  
 

7. Green Travel Plan 
The Christie has been awarded the prestigious Platinum accreditation by Transport for 
Greater Manchester for our work in supporting ‘on foot’ and ‘by bike’ travel and using 
electric vehicles.  The Christie is one of only a few organisations to reach the new 
Platinum standard in creating a long-term cultural change by encouraging sustainable 
travel. 
Further information can be found at https://news.tfgm.com/news/tfgm-recognises-greater-
manchester-businesses-contributions-to-sustainable-travel  

 
More information about our new developments can be found 
at: http://christie.nhs.uk/about-us/our-future/our-developments/  

 
8. The Modern Slavery Act 2015 

The Modern Slavery Act 2015 (the Act) establishes a duty for commercial organisations to 
prepare an annual slavery and human trafficking statement.  This is a statement of the 
steps the organisation has/is taking to ensure that slavery and human trafficking is not 
taking place in any of its supply chains or in any part of its own business.  Part of the 
requirement of the Act is to produce a statement that is approved by the board and 
published on the website.  The updated statement for this financial year is appended to 
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this report for approval.  Following board approval the statement will be published on the 
trust website. 
 
Further information can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/modern-
slavery-bill 
 

9. Greater Manchester Developments 
 The latest GM Combined Authority briefing is attached. 

 
10. Estate Developments 

Paterson Redevelopment 
Site works are progressing well with the contractor currently preparing to start casting the 
fourth floor slab with the works continuing on forming the lift and stair enclosures.  The 
building works currently remain programmed to complete in December 2022.   
 

 
 
https://download.4projects.com?LinkID=255ffd47-b5c1-4b1b-8527-382618844005 
 
The Christie at Macclesfield Cancer Centre  
Work continues on site with very good progress being made.  The structural frame is 
complete and work is well advanced on installing the windows.  Internally, work continues 
with the internal partitions and mechanical and electrical services.  The works remain on 
programme to complete in December 2021. 
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4 Bed CAR-T Ward 
Works commenced in November 2020 and are continuing and completion is currently 
forecast for late April 2021.  
 
Tiered Car-Park 
Works have commenced with the removal of the old tarmac.  The new facility is due to be 
available in December 2021 and will include the planting of over 30 additional trees plus 
some green ‘living walls’.  During the construction, the number of parking spaces on that 
part of the site are reduced and staff who have had their parking arrangements changed 
have been advised.  Further changes to staff parking may be necessary and will be 
communicated via individual e-mail. 
 
Replacement of Energy Centre 
We have appointed Vital Energi Limited as the main contractor with the works due to 
commence soon.  This scheme replaces existing facilities and includes an additional 
chimney. 
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SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING STATEMENT 
 
Introduction from the Board 
We are committed to improving our practices to combat slavery and human trafficking. 
 
Organisations Structure 
The Christie is a specialist cancer centre serving a population of 3.2 million across Greater 
Manchester and Cheshire covering 14 Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG’s).  We are an NHS 
Foundation Trust with approximately 3,000 employees and an annual turnover of £343m.  
 
Our business 
We are a specialist cancer centre and we treat approximately 60,000 patients a year. We are a world 
pioneer in the care, treatment and research of cancer. We operate out of our main site in Withington, 
South Manchester and have satellite radiotherapy centres at Salford and Oldham as well as 
chemotherapy and outpatient services at sites across 14 other sites in Greater Manchester and 
Cheshire. We also provide a mobile chemotherapy service and treatment in patients’ homes. 
 
Our policies on slavery and human trafficking 
We are committed to ensuring that there is no modern slavery or human trafficking in any part of our 
business and in so far as is possible we require our suppliers to hold a similar ethos.  
 
The Christie NHS Foundation Trusts’ guidance on Modern Slavery is to:  

• Comply with legislation and regulatory requirements  
• Make suppliers and service providers aware that we promote the requirements of the 

legislation  
• Consider modern slavery factors when making procurement decisions  
• Develop awareness of modern slavery issues  

 
We will:  

• Aim to include modern slavery conditions or criteria in specification and tender documents 
wherever possible,  

• Evaluate specifications and tenders with appropriate weight given to modern slavery points,  
• Encourage suppliers and contractors to take their own action and understand their obligations 

to the new requirements.  
 
Trust staff must:  

• Contact and work with the Procurement department when looking to work with new suppliers 
so appropriate checks can be undertaken.  

 
Procurement staff will:  

• Undertake awareness training where possible.  
• Aim to check and draft specifications to include a commitment from suppliers to support the 

requirements of the act.  
• Will not award contracts where suppliers do not demonstrate their commitment to ensuring 

that slavery and human trafficking are not taking place in their own business or supply chains.  
 
This statement is made pursuant to section 54(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and constitutes 
our slavery and human trafficking statement for the financial year ending 31 March 2021. 
 
SIGNATURE:  
 
 
POSITION: Chief Executive Officer, The Christie NHS Foundation Trust 
DATE:  29th April 2021 
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Date:  15 April 2021       

To:     Greater Manchester Stakeholders       

      

From: Eamonn Boylan, GMCA Chief Executive and Chair of the Greater Manchester Strategic 

Coordinating Group and Sarah Price, Interim Chief Officer Greater Manchester Health and Social 

Care Partnership and Deputy Chair of the Greater Manchester Strategic Coordinating Group.  

      

Email: Director of Communications, GMCA and GM Health and Social Care Partnership and GM   

Communications Cell chair claire.norman@nhs.net      

 ______________________________________________________________________________      

      

OVERVIEW       

This briefing is for Greater Manchester’s stakeholders. This is distributed following the GM COVID-19 

Committee which is chaired by Mayor of Greater Manchester Andy Burnham.   

    

SUMMARY  

Restrictions are easing across the UK. More businesses and venues can reopen, such as non-essential 

shops, outdoor areas at pubs and restaurants, hairdressers, and gyms. Read the full guidance on what 

you can now do. 

 

Free rapid lateral flow tests are now available to everyone without symptoms. 

 

From 15 February further measures came into effect for those arriving in England from a country on 

the travel ban list . You will now need to self-isolate in a quarantine hotel for at least 10 days and before 

you travel, need to book and pay for your hotel room and 2 COVID-19 tests to take during your stay. 

 

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE DASHBOARD 

The average 7-day rate of positive tests per 100,000 is currently at 45.3, down from last week.  

 

The number of cases occupying beds continues to decline, both in HDU/ITU and non-HDU/ITU beds. 

 

The number of care home residents with confirmed tests for or symptoms of COVID-19 has dropped to 

0.6%1, down from 0.9% for previous week.  

 

Since the vaccination programme started, over 1.279 million Greater Manchester residents have now 

received the first dose of the vaccine through the Mass Vaccination Programme with a quarter of the 

adult population in Greater Manchester have now received both their first and second vaccine doses. 
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Below we have included information shared this week by Sir Richard Leese via the GMCA Twitter 

account.  

 

The 7-day rate of positive tests per 100,000 population. 

 
Please note: The data is presented with a small-time lag - usually four days. This lag is built in to allow for potential delays in the recording and reporting of positive cases. After four 

days, there is a greater degree of confidence in the stability and completeness of the data.    
 

Age specific rates 
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% of GM care home residents with confirmed COVID-19 or showing symptoms 

 
 

Number of COVID-19 cases occupying hospital beds in GM 

 
 

Number of vaccinations carried out in Greater Manchester 
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Links to additional NHS COVID-19 related data can be found in the annex. 

 

Vaccination Programme  

We want to acknowledge and recognise the hard work of our staff and volunteers from across Greater 

Manchester as we continue to deliver our COVID-19 vaccination programme and protect people against 

coronavirus at a record pace. We recognise the significant contribution GPs, community pharmacists and 

primary care teams have made to delivering the COVID-19 vaccination programme, whilst also caring for 

patients’ routine, urgent and COVID-19 care. A quarter of the adult population in Greater Manchester 

have now received both their first and second vaccine doses and we thank everyone involved for their 

hard work and dedication in helping to make this happen.   

  

Our vaccination delivery programme has been designed to be flexible, scaled up and diversified in line 

with fluctuating international vaccine supplies. Vaccination Centre opening hours will be reviewed on an 

ongoing basis as more information becomes available about future allocations of vaccine supply.  Your 

support to continue to encourage everyone who is entitled to a COVID-19 vaccination to come forward 

is much appreciated. 

 

This week, the Government announced that people aged 45 to 49 can book appointments for their 

vaccination. 

 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)  

Overall, the position remains stable, both in the hospital and wider sectors, with sufficient stock levels for 

the immediate future.  

 

SOCIETY AND COMMUNITIES 

Greater Manchester Police  

Last week, there were around 710 Coronavirus related incidents, 94 Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN’s) 

issued. 

 

The police approach continues to be to engage, explain and encourage before moving to an enforcement 

stage. In circumstances where there has been a clear breach - such as house parties or large gatherings 

- officers are moving to an enforcement stage swifter. We will continue to regularly review our policing 

approach. 

 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMY 

The total GM claimant count in January 2021 decreased by 1.1% to 137,890, the lowest it has been since 

May 2020, but still 63,130 higher than March 2020. 406,000 employees have been furloughed at some 

point during the pandemic in GM, equivalent to 32% of eligible individuals. This is in line with national 

trends.  The North West’s unemployment rate was relatively unchanged in new data for the three months 

to December 2020 at 4.8%, but the region saw an increase in people moving into economic inactivity (i.e. 

not working and not looking for work) compared to other regions; 22.4% of the region’s 16-64 population 

are currently economically inactive. 

  

For the week ending 10th April, the number of live job postings in GM fell by 41% compared to the week 

prior, with 2747 fewer job postings. A similar trend was seen at a national level.  
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Government updates:  

The next phase of the easing of restrictions began earlier this week, including the opening of non-

essential retail and gyms, with pubs and restaurants able to serve customers outside. The Chancellor 

delivered the Budget last month, setting out further spending commitments and the phased withdrawal 

of COVID related support, He announced that the £4bn of one-off “top-up grants” announced in January 

will be supplemented with “restart grants” worth up to £6,000 per premises, with larger venues eligible 

for as much as £18,000 each. There will also be an additional £425 million further Additional Restrictions 

Grant (ARG) on the condition that councils have spent or made a “validated attempt” to spend 100% of 

their first two ARG allocations.   

  

Further detail on the ‘Levelling Up Fund’ was announced: each individual bid can be up to £20m, either 

for a single project or a package of up to 3 projects, totalling no more than £30m. The Community 

Renewal Fund (CRF) is the one-year £220m pilot fund announced late last year as a forerunner to the 

launch of the full UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) in 2022/23. It is designed to help prepare for the 

UKSPF by piloting new approaches and through provision of capacity funding, with a list of 100 ‘priority 

places’ including Bolton, Manchester, Oldham and Rochdale. 

 

TRANSPORT 

Latest transport advice and activity to support hospitality and retail return  

In line with the government’s further easing of restrictions and the reopening of retail and outdoor 

hospitality from Monday 12 April, TfGM have reviewed and updated their transport key messages. The 

messaging continues to give reassurance to passengers who need to travel and informs them about how 

they can continue to play their part in keeping everyone safe when travelling. In order to support the 

change, TfGM has issued a news release and is pushing out new content across social channels and 

platforms. 

 

TfGM is continuing to work with employers and businesses to support safe travel and manage capacity 

on the network as more employees start to return to work for the first time in months, along with customers 

travelling more for hospitality, retail and leisure. TfGM’s dedicated business webpage provides further 

information on this alongside tailored materials for employers to support safe travel.   

  

TfGM’s current travel advice for passengers is detailed below. Further information and advice can be 

found at tfgm.com/coronavirus. 

  

• You should help keep yourself and everyone safe by minimising the number of journeys you make 

and combining trips if possible. 
• You should continue to work from home if you can. 
• If you’re travelling, plan ahead, allow extra time for your journeys and travel during quieter times 

(before 7am, between 10am and 3pm, and after 6pm) if you can. 
• Capacity on public transport is limited due to social distancing, so please save space for those 

who need it. 
• You should consider walking or cycling, particularly for short trips. 
• You should avoid car sharing with anyone from outside your household or support bubble. 

  

Study on Metrolink ventilation system and aerosol virus transmission 

An independent study has found that an in-built system on Metrolink’s trams constantly circulates fresh 

air, helping to limit the risk of aerosol transmission of viruses, such as COVID-19. The modelling assessed 

the air flow within the vehicle, with particular focus on how this relates to the potential for aerosol 
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transmission of viruses, by looking at how exhaled breath spreads through the vehicle, and how that is 

affected by factors like opening windows, mask wearing and activity levels. 

 

TfGM commissioned global built environment and consultancy firm Arup to undertake Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling of its M5000 trams, which was the first study of its kind in the UK. Even 

with the ventilation system operating at half capacity, the study found that there were approximately 20 

air changes per hour, which is better than the recommendation in a recent paper from the Scientific 

Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE). 

  

Network patronage and facemask compliance 

During the 7-day period ending Sunday 11 April there were an estimated 37.7 million trips on the GM 

transport network, a decrease of around 5% from the previous week. This accounts for the bank holiday 

Monday and the school Easter holidays, meaning overall journeys were around 27% below pre-pandemic 

levels. 

 

Consistent with the school break, bus travel saw the biggest reduction on public transport, falling by 

23.7% whilst Metrolink patronage was also down by 16.6%. Despite this, footfall at Piccadilly Rail Station 

was up again compared to last week (+5.8%). Trips on Greater Manchester’s highways decreased by 

around 3.4% whilst cycling volumes reduced by circa 25% compared to the previous week.  

 

Face covering compliance currently stands at 90% on rail, 83% on Metrolink and 90% on bus. 

 

Annex 

• Daily hospital admissions and daily bed occupancy, showing the national and regional picture 

every day, and includes breakdowns on the admissions, including cases from care homes and 

the community and numbers of people in mechanical ventilation beds. (Daily admissions 

file) https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/ 

• Every Thursday, up-to-date data on daily admissions by Trust and daily bed occupancy, 

including mechanical ventilation beds. (weekly admissions 

file) https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-

activity/ 

• System level data around hospital admissions related to COVID-19 are produced and shared 

with system comms and engagement leads on a weekly basis, along with a regularly updated 

set of key messages, and used by ICS/ STP Comms and Engagement leads to respond to 

relevant media enquiries and manage interviews and media bids appropriately.  

• Every day at 2pm, publication and press release of deaths in English 

hospitals: https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-daily-deaths/ 

• The government dashboard includes total number of patients in hospital in England and total 

number of patients on ventilation: https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/healthcare 

• Monthly performance statistics are published every month, including cancer, A&E waiting times 

and admissions, and elective treatment starts. https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-

work-areas/  

• Bed occupancy statistics are also published every 

quarter: https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/bed-availability-and-

occupancy/bed-data-overnight/ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• The Integrated Performance, Quality & Finance report presents a summary dashboard that provides an overview of performance.   
 

 Safe 
• There were no serious incidents or never events in month, 1 moderate incident still progressing through to full root cause analysis. One corporate risk increased 

it’s score to 20 in March, details of which can be found on slide 11. 
 
Responsive 
• Our performance against the cancer waiting time standards has improved from February. This month we achieved 82.2% against the 62 day standard and 81.6% 

against the 24 day standard. 
• Referrals increased in March and were back at levels consistent with 2019/20. 
• Activity in some aspects is beginning to recover in line with the phase 3 plans. New attendances are behind plan in line with the lower rates of referrals, outpatient 

follow ups are above plan. Surgical operations and radiotherapy fractions remain behind plan. 
 
Effective 
• There have been no cases of MRSA bacteraemia. There have been 5 C-Difficile cases attributable to the trust in month and 38 attributable cases YTD with no 

lapses in care identified. 
• There have been no cases of Covid-19 in month. 
 
Well – Led 
• Finance – The trust has an improved financial position at the end of month 12, delivering a (CT) surplus of £7.84m 
• The month 12 I&E surplus is £1.642m, prior to adjusting for donated depreciation, charitably funded capital donations and impairments. 
• The cash balance is £153.117m 
• Capital spend is underspent at month 12 by £8.5m we are working with the GM wide system to manage the current capital underspends. 

 
 

 
 

Introduction 
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SUMMARY DASHBOARD 
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SUMMARY DASHBOARD 
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1. Safe 1.1 - Incident Reporting 

The Trust is recognised by the Care Quality Commission as having a strong 
incident reporting culture by demonstrating high levels of reporting and low 
levels of harm. 

The number of patient safety incidents has remained stable throughout the 
height of the pandemic in line with reduced patient activity. The past 3 months 
shows a small increase aligned to increased patient activity. 
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1. Safe 1.2 - Serious Incidents and Never Events  

Never Events – are defined are serious incidents that are wholly preventable 
 
The last Never Event occurred in January 2020 which was the only incident in 
the last 5 years. 

There have been no serious incidents reported in month. 
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*Not uploaded to NRLS until severity confirmed post investigation 
** Missed the cut off date to report to NRLS in January 2021- will be uploaded May 2021 

1.3 - Moderate Incidents  
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1. Safe 

March 2021 

Reference Description Outcome 

W61226*** 
Concern raised by other NHS organisation a bilateral prophylactic mastectomy 

performed in 2011 may not have removed adequate breast tissue 
Impact on patient unknown. Progressing to full RCA investigation 
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1. Safe 1.3 - Radiation Incidents  

All incidents have been subject to full investigation and action plans. Learning 
shared extensively. 

There has been 1 IRMER reportable incident in March.  The incident has been 
classed as No Harm. 
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1. Safe 1.5 – Harm Free Care 

Year to date total in-patient falls with harm = 21  
There were 2 in-patient falls in March, both minor harm. No lapses in care 
identified. 
 
The target of no more than 31 falls with harm occurring during hospital 
admission has been achieved. 

Year to date total hospital acquired pressure ulcers = 22 
There was 1 hospital acquired category 2 pressure ulcer in March. 
 
The target of no more than 30 category 2 pressure ulcers, deep tissue injury 
and unstageable and no category 3 or 4 pressure ulcers has been achieved. 

All harms are discussed at Friday FoCUS (a multi-professional forum for shared learning) 
34
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1.5 - Corporate Risks 
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1. Safe 

12 corporate 15+ Risks  
1 risk increased in score to 20 and 2 former 15+ risks have closed 

Description Score Controls 

2958  
Financial risk 2021/22 

The level and mechanism for NHS income has now been confirmed 
for the first half of the 2021/22 financial year.  This is a continuation of 

the 'block income' method of payment that was in place during the 
2020/21 year and has a significant impact on the Trust's ability to grow 

and invest in services. 
The capital and revenue funding has been allocated to, and will be 
distributed by the GM ICS and managed on a GM-wide basis.  The 
current proposed distribution of capital will significantly constrain the 

Trust's existing capital plans. 

20 

The Trust responded to the consultation document, expressing the need for consideration of how the 
proposals apply to tertiary providers and growing disease groups. 

 
The Trust Chief Exec is part of the GM group considering how funding will be deployed across GM 

and the impact the proposals may have on the Trust. 
 

Annual planning has commenced with an assessment of the fixed costs (e.g. of the current 
workforce) and a clinical perspective on the potential impact that Covid-19 has, and will have on the 

activity likely to be experienced in the 2021/22 financial year.  This will be used to assess the 
appropriateness of the cost base. 

 
Efficiencies (as described in the planning guidance) will be required of all divisions in order to 

achieve the prescribed control total for the first half of the year (H1). 

3001 
Trust-wide digital risk 

Risk to Trust-wide digital disruption and strategic delivery due to end 
of life, out of support computer room hardware and significant capacity 

limitations, posing a risk of networked infrastructure failure. Out of 
support systems risk long delays and high costs restoring services. 

Timescale remaining to enact change is a substantial challenge along 
with other Digital capital projects. 

20 

Business case progressed for the co-location of the data centre. 
New services required should go 'cloud first' & 'Internet first' as per NHS Digital strategy. 

 
Approval of this business case is likely now to be May, which is creating upward pressure on risk 
score as the project completion timescales are becoming extremely challenging.  Risk Likelihood 

raised. 
 

Bleep replacement project also at risk due to capital and timescale limitations now imposed. 
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 1.7 – Safe Staffing 
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1. Safe 

The standard for fill rate percentage is 90%.    
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 2.1 – Patient Experience 

13 

2. Caring 

“Patient wants me to let the staff know what a fantastic 
experience she had.  She likened being on the ward to ‘staying in 
a top class hotel’.  The care was amazing and everyone was so 
considerate and caring. The lady was absolutely delighted with 
her stay and said absolutely everyone on the ward, of all grades 
and disciplines, went out of their way to look after the patients 
and make their stay as good as it could possibly be.  She did 
particularly comment on the cheerful approach everyone had and 
how they always had time to talk to her.  She did also mention 
how clean everything was."  

"I have recently completed 8 weeks of beam. I feel that it is only right 
that I let you know of my complete and utter gratitude towards every 
member of the team that work there. I have been completely blown 
away by their natural professionalism”. 

Positive feedback received….. 

"On 24/03/2021, I attended the IPU to have a procedure. The Nurse 
was a saint. I was so ill. She stopped and helped me. She is an angel. I 
was emotional and distressed and she took the time to make sure I 
was ok and helped me over my distress and when I couldn’t sit any 
more and became really unwell she got me in a bed to recover. Also, 
when the ambulance drivers said the couldn't get me up stairs at 
home due to an injury, she arranged a second crew. This lady went 
above and beyond to help me and I would like you to pass on to her 
my heart felt thanks for everything she done for me and please let the 
hospital management know that they have an angel working for 
them“. 

"The calm wisdom and attention to detail by Dr. Colaco. His 
understanding and knowledge were both appreciated and comforting. 
The warm friendly professionalism of all the staff.  
The quiet open plan structure of the Centre with vast windows which 
did not feel like being in a hospital”. 
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 2.2 – Friends & Family Test 
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2. Caring 

The patient Friends & Family Test recommenced in January with new guidance relating to the process and reporting mechanisms.  Below are the summary figures 
for Q1. 

Inpatient & Daycases – Monthly Summary 

Outpatients – Monthly Summary 

Inpatient & Daycases – March Summary by Location 
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In March performance against the 62 day standard was 82.2%. 

62 Day / 31 Day / 18 Weeks 

3. Responsive 3.1 - Cancer Standards 

*All target positions are subject to validation and are correct as of the time of reporting 
39
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3. Responsive 3.2 – Referrals Analysis 
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3. Responsive 3.3 – Length of Stay 

Overall and Non Elective length of stay has shown a reduction and consistent improvement trend over the past 6 months.  The length of stay for 
Elective and Transferred patients are both within control limits. 
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3. Responsive 3.4 – Activity 
Phase 3 recovery planning figures are based on a proportion of 2019 monthly totals.  The percentages used are: (Sep 20 – 90% of Sep 19) (Oct  20 – 100% of Oct 
19) (Nov 20 – 100% of Nov 19) (Dec 20 – 100% of Dec 19) (Jan  21 – 100% of Jan 20) (Feb  21 – 100% of Feb 20) (Mar  21 – 100% of Mar 20) 
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3. Responsive 3.4 – Activity 
Phase 3 recovery planning figures are based on a proportion of 2019 monthly totals.  The percentages used are: (Sep 20 – 90% of Sep 19) (Oct  20 – 100% of Oct 
19) (Nov 20 – 100% of Nov 19) (Dec 20 – 100% of Dec 19) (Jan  21 – 100% of Jan 20) (Feb  21 – 100% of Feb 20) (Mar  21 – 100% of Mar 20) 
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3. Responsive 3.5 - Complaints/PALS 

12 new complaints have been received in March 2021. No particular themes 
have been identified.  
 
One of those complaints raised concerns about a patient’s chemotherapy 
treatment being stopped during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
Four complaints were closed in March 2021. None of those complaints 
identified any failures in care.  
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3.5 - Complaints/PALS 

Ombudsman Cases 
Complainants have the right to refer their case to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman 
(PHSO) if they are not satisfied it has been resolved by the Trust. 
0 cases were referred to the PHSO in March 2021. 2 cases remains under investigation. 

40 PALS contacts have been received in March 2021. 
22 of those raised concerns about their experience at 
The Christie but did not wish to take them down the 
formal complaints route.  

The other 18 reasons for contacting PALS are 
captured in the graph. 

There are no new arising themes that have been 
identified this month. There continues to be some 
concerns about access to the Trust for family 
members during the coronavirus pandemic. 

3. Responsive 
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3. Responsive 3.6 - Inquests 

Two Inquests were held in March 2021. 
1 Inquest concluded that the death was as a result of a ‘recognised complication of complex treatment’. 
We are still awaiting confirmation of the conclusion of the other Inquest that was held. 
No Clinician was required to attend either Inquest. 
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3. Responsive 3.7 - Claims 

1 Clinical Negligence Claim was settled for £70,000 on 12th March 2021 
following the Trust’s failure to stop Oxaliplatin after 4/5 cycles instead of 10 
cycles which resulted in the claimant developing peripheral neuropathy and 
permanent changes in three fingers of both hands.  
 
1 claim was successfully defended upon service of our Letter of Response 
denying liability. 
 
1 claim was withdrawn. 47
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C-Difficile 

4. Effective 4.1 - Healthcare Associated Infections 

There were 5 cases of C-Difficile in March that were deemed attributable to the Trust.  There have been a total of 38 attributable cases YTD. 

Abbreviation Meaning Definition 
HOHA Healthcare onset 

healthcare acquired 
Symptoms commenced more than 2 days  after 
admission 

COHA Community onset 
healthcare acquired 

Symptoms commenced within first two days of 
admission  and has been an inpatient in the trust within 
past 4 weeks.  

COIA Community onset 
indeterminate acquisition  

Symptoms commenced within first 2 days of admission 
and inpatient in the past 12 weeks (but not past 4 
weeks) 

COCA Community onset 
community acquired 

Symptoms commenced within first 2 days of admission. 
(No admission in past 12 weeks)  

 

Other Infections 
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4. Effective 4.2 – COVID-19 Testing 
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CCU mortality rate 

4. Effective 4.3 - Mortality Indicators & Survival Rates  

The Christie process for learning from deaths follows the 2017 NHSI 
guidance. All in-patient deaths are screened and where flagged by 
one or more triggers an independent structured case note review 
(SCR) is undertaken. Reviews are discussed by the Mortality 
Surveillance Group and the findings and actions from these are 
reported to the Executive Review meetings. Quarterly reports are 
made to Patient Safety and the Trust Quality Assurance Committees. 

Inpatient Deaths – Onsite Deaths 

Survival Rates  
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4. Effective 4.4 - Quality Improvement & Clinical Audit 

QICA programme – Quality Improvement and Clinical Audit 
Including service evaluations and patient surveys 
 
Reminders are sent mid-quarter which lead to increased number of 
closed projects 
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4. Effective 4.5 - NICE Guidance 

The trust aims to close guidance within 6 months of publication. 
Guidance may be: 
• compliant 
• not applicable to the trust 
• non or partially compliant with actions managed via the risk 

register 
 
Note: normal trust processes for NICE guidance were paused during 
the Covid19 pandemic, affecting timescales 

Implementation of nationally agreed best practice 
The trust has a risk based process with divisional support to assess 
applicability and implement relevant guidance. 
Guidance that is not resolved or on the risk register is monitored and 
escalated if there are issues. 
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4. Effective 4.6 - HR Metrics (Sickness) 

The sickness rate excluding COVID for March is 2.81% 
 
The sickness rate including COVID for March is 6.02%  
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4. Effective 4.7 - HR Metrics (PDRs & Essential Training) 

PDR Compliance for March is 77.2% 

Essential Training Compliance for March is 88.0%  54
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4. Effective 4.8 - Workforce Metrics 

Total FTE & Total Headcount 

Leavers 
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4. Effective 4.9 – Research Metrics 

NIHR Measures – Validated Figures Only 
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4. Effective 4.9 – Research Metrics 
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4. Effective 4.9 – Research Metrics 
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This report outlines the consolidated financial performance 
of The Christie NHS Foundation Trust and its wholly owned 
subsidiary The Christie Pharmacy Ltd. 

5. Well-Led 5.1 - Finance (Executive Summary) 

I&E  
• The Trust’s  adjusted (CT) surplus at month 12 is £7.840m and reflects the new financial 

arrangements in place for M7-12. The position  includes £2.3m additional unplanned income at 
M12; prior to this adjustment the income is £5.5m. 

• The month 12 EBITDA position is a surplus of £32.402m 
• The month 12 I&E surplus is £1.642m, prior to adjusting for donated depreciation, charitably 

funded capital donations and impairments. 
 

Balance sheet / liquidity  
• The cash balance is £153,117k. 
• Debtor days increased from 9 to 13 days from the previous month mainly due to TCPC and UoM 

invoices raised in March 21. 
• Capital expenditure is 86.7% of the NHSI revised plan. 
Other  
• The TCPC position for the 3 months period ending 31 March 2021 reports a distributable profit 

of £2.491m. The Trust share of the 2021 TCPC distributable profit will be reflected in the Trust 
financial performance based on the contractual arrangements of the TCPC. 

• PSPP is at 98% for trade (30 days) and 96% NHS. 

YTD Actual

£'000
NHS Clinical - Block Contract Income (287,537)
NHS Clinical - Block Contract Income Deferral / (Accrual) (696)
NHS Clinical - Top-Up Income (679)
NHS Clinical Income (9,057)
Charitably funded capital donations (6,320)
Other non clinical income (61,566)
Income (365,855)
Pay 160,018
Drugs 95,252
Other non pay 78,182
Total expenditure 333,452
EBITDA (32,402)
Non operating income (4,480)
Non operating expenditure 35,240
(Surplus) / Deficit (1,642)
Exclude impairments (9,727)
Exclude charitably funded capital donations 6,320
Exclude donated depreciation (3,285)
Exclude consumables donated from DHSC (1,671)
Exclude Inventories written down (116)
Exclude Contributions to expenditure - consumables 2,281
Adjusted financial performance (surplus) / deficit (7,840)
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Exchequer Cash Balances 2020-21

Cash balances
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The Trust received total income of £365,855k, including £287,537k block 
payment income up to 31st March 2021; operating expenditure for this period 
equated to £333,470k. In month increase in operating expenditure relates to 
tribunal fees, annual leave accruals and Family friends, Clinical consumables, 
MUD and PET increases. 

5. Well-Led 5.2 - Finance (Income) 

The table above illustrates the total operating expenditure alongside total Trust 
activity. The run rate of expenditure includes COVID-19 related revenue 
spend. 
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Operating Expenditure
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Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21
Expenditure £24,706 £24,403 £26,077 £26,546 £25,796 £27,805 £26,055 £27,678 £26,982 £31,703 £26,491 £39,226
Activity 31,421 29,673 32,902 35,018 32,051 35,900 36,700 36,664 36,853 35,371 35,372 42,362

Activity v Run Rate
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5. Well-Led 5.3 - Finance (Expenditure) 

The agency spend is £871k YTD with £246k costs related to COVID-19  (the 
November negative figure is due to a correction). 

April May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
Covid 26.79 5.59 10.51 21.03 15.40 22.38 21.52 21.64 18.46 27.38 26.05 28.94
Non Covid 41.68 13.78 60.85 67.65 67.98 94.02 57.10 -49.36 49.07 86.88 72.17 63.71
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Agency Spend

Covid

Non Covid

(Avg)
M9-11
1920

Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21

 Pay - Clinical 7,565 7,834 7,994 8,197 8,023 8,013 8,354 8,023 8,021 8,150 8,248 8,138 8,296
 Pay - Non Clinical 2,750 3,074 3,116 3,132 3,051 3,078 3,138 2,922 2,861 2,908 2,940 2,982 2,918
 Pay - Other 1,647 1,272 1,327 1,165 1,549 1,537 1,230 1,619 1,690 1,864 1,902 1,914 8,836
 Pay - Agency 66 68 19 71 89 83 116 79 -28 68 114 98 64
 Non Pay - Drugs 8,389 6,964 7,285 8,047 7,927 8,179 8,911 7,391 8,216 8,013 8,511 7,595 8,213
 Non Pay - Other 6,978 5,494 4,662 5,465 5,907 4,907 6,055 6,022 6,917 5,979 9,988 5,763 10,899
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5. Well-Led 5.4 - Finance (Capital) 

The Trust is showing a Capital underspend at Month 12 of £8.5m which is in line with our revised plan. 

Capital Summary 2020-21 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21
Total 2020-

21

Total Capital Plan 5,208 3,089 1,633 3,372 3,505 2,831 2,244 8,035 8,662 8,470 7,548 9,368 63,965

Total Capital Spend in month (including COVID) 5,208 3,087 1,476 2,518 2,045 4,150 4,094 7,936 3,381 3,263 4,754 13,531 55,443

Variance on Capital 0 (2) (157) (854) (1,460) 1,319 1,850 (99) (5,281) (5,207) (2,794) 4,163 (8,522)
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As illustrated, the Trust has incurred increased 
revenue spend of £8,159k incurred cumulatively to 
month 12 as a direct result of Covid-19. 

5. Well-Led 5.5 - Finance (COVID Revenue & Capital) 

The Trust had incurred £4,427k to month 12 on works 
relating to Covid-19 and, cumulatively since 
commencement, £5,762k on identified Covid capital 
works up to 31st March 2021. 

-500

0

500

1,000

1,500

£'
00

0

Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21
Expanding Workforce - - 30 -23 - 12 - - - - - 85
Existing workforce additional shifts 450 788 742 620 449 614 131 177 89 148 83 123
Backfill for staff 56 43 56 -2 16 24 22 39 18 50 39 78
Remote working 305 207 214 118 153 202 131 101 86 100 96 8
Decontamination 15 52 80 3 2 2 5 12 13 9 2 4
PPE 95 91 30 33 38 61 15 14 6 0 - 97
COVID-19 virus testing 3 11 17 12 39 9 12 20 23 62 -4 6
Segregation of patient pathways 3 4 8 1 0 - - - - - 0 -
Support for stay at home models - - 3 - - - - - - - - -
Remote management of patients 2 2 3 9 2 - 2 2 3 -2 4 7
Enhanced ITU Capacity -2 7 33 -1 - - - - - - - -
Enhanced Patient Transport Services - - 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
Staff Accommodation - 4 - 24 - 48 - - - - - -
Internal & External communication - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
Other 136 61 23 8 27 66 17 40 8 4 7 18

Covid-19 expenditure by category

Expanding Workforce

Existing workforce additional shifts

Backfill for staff

Remote working

Decontamination

PPE

COVID-19 virus testing

Segregation of patient pathways

Support for stay at home models

Remote management of patients

Enhanced ITU Capacity

Enhanced Patient Transport Services

Staff Accommodation

Internal & External communication

Other

Covid 19 capital expenditure Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Total

2019-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Total 2020-
21

COVID 
Capital 
Spend

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Schemes over £250k
Covid OAU ward £1,231 £2,703 £947 £14 £224 (£291) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £3,597 £4,828

Schemes below £250k
Medical equipment £18 £15 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £15 £33
Estates infrastructure (excluding 
Covid OAU ward) £0 £268 £223 £59 £18 £4 £0 £45 £7 £2 £0 £0 £18 £644 £644

IT expenditure £86 £65 £16 £79 £0 £0 £7 £2 £1 £1 £0 £0 £0 £171 £257
Total - schemes below £250k £104 £348 £239 £138 £18 £4 £7 £47 £8 £3 £0 £0 £18 £830 £934

Total Covid capital expenditure £1,335 £3,051 £1,186 £152 £242 (£287) £7 £47 £8 £3 £0 £0 £18 £4,427 £5,762
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Register of matters approved by the board of directors in public– 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021 
 
Item Date of 

meeting 
Agenda 

item 
Subject and minute Remarks/ 

Follow up 

228 

March 2020 

8/20a 

 

Board governance 
i  Directors letters of representation 
ii  Register of directors interests 
iii  Fit & proper persons declaration 
iv   Declaration of independence 
v General data protection requirement (GDPR) 

Approved by 
written resolution 

229 8/20b Board of Directors Governance arrangements for the period of the COVID-19 pandemic 
at The Christie 

230 8/20d Tender award – replacement linear accelerators 

231 

21st May 

10/20b Annual report & accounts 2019/20 Approved 

232 13/20a Board assurance framework / corporate objectives 2019/20  Approved 

233 13/20b Modern slavery act statement Approved 

234 13/20c NHS Provider License conditions: self-certification declarations Approved 

235 25th June 21/20a Contract Award for The Christie at Macclesfield Main Construction Works Approved 

236 24th August 
24/20b – 

background 
paper 

GM Collaborative Imaging Programme business case Approved by 
written resolution 

237 25th March 2021 06/21a 

 

Board governance 
i  Directors letters of representation 
ii  Register of directors interests 
iii  Fit & proper persons declaration 
iv   Declaration of independence 
v General data protection requirement (GDPR) 

Approved 
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Agenda item 11/21b 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

Workforce Quarterly Report 

 
1. Introduction 
 

This paper provides the Board with an update on the Christie People Plan and other key 
strategic workforce developments. 
 

2. The Christie People Plan 
 

In September 2020 the Board received the Christie People plan 2020/1, the Trust’s 
response to We are the NHS: People Plan 2020/21 – action for us all, and Our People 
Promise. Our plan on a page (appendix 1) sets out 6 strategic commitments/ priorities 
that map to the NHS People Plan:- 

 
1. Workforce Supply – Understanding our demand for staff and how we can 

maintain a continuous workforce supply 
2. Workforce Transformation – Developing innovative workforce solutions to 

address workforce shortages, maximising digital technology and supporting a 
more flexible and agile workforce 

3. Leadership & Culture – Developing and equipping our leaders to foster a culture 
of trust, transparency, openness and respect 

4. Employee Support & Experience – Supporting staff to stay safe and healthy 
and creating opportunities for them to be involved and listened to. How we 
recognise contribution and achievements 

5. Workforce Development – Developing a skilled, capable workforce who have 
opportunities to learn and grow in their careers 

6. Equality, Diversion & Inclusion (EDI) – Ensuring EDI is at the heart of 
everything the Trust does  
 

3. Workforce Supply 
 

Recruitment 
The Workforce Division continues to work to improve recruitment methods and to 
develop innovative recruitment processes. The Trust has been working in partnership 
with NHS Jobs as a pilot site to trial new vacancy creation functionality in the all-new 
NHS Jobs service. The partnership has been invaluable to NHS Jobs, as it has allowed 
essential testing of new service features to take place within a large NHS organisation, 
with the valuable feedback helping them with the development of their new service. Our 
work has been a subject of a recent NHS Jobs case study (see appendix 2). 
 
Our innovative approaches to recruitment and induction have allowed us to overcome 
the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. This work will also be the subject of 
an NHS Employers case study. We have developed a successful approach to virtual 
recruitment. Our virtual and interactive recruitment fairs have helped to recruit student 
nurses from a wider geographic region and our virtual approach to induction ensures that 
all new starters continue to be provided with the information they need before 
commencing employment. 
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Retention & Turnover 
The Workforce Division continues to work in collaboration with professional staff groups 
to develop retention initiatives to address retention hotspots. Appendix 3 analyses 
retention and turnover at the Christie. Notable highlights of the analysis are:- 

• Turnover has decreased during the course of the COVID pandemic. Our voluntary 
turnover rate (10.7%) is now at the lowest level for 5 years. 

• Turnover at the Christie is highest amongst the nursing staff group (14%) although 
this has improved since March 2020 (16%) 

• 80% of band 5 leavers had less than 1 years’ service 

• Nearly 30% of our staff are aged 50+ 

• We have not experienced any increase in turnover of EU staff as a result of BREXIT. 

• Radiographer retention was a risk for the Trust. Retention has improved significantly 
from 7.2% to 4.3% over the last 12 months 

This data will be used to inform the future work plans of the Trust’s Recruitment & 
Retention groups. 
 

4. Workforce Transformation 
 

Remote Working 
The COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated more staff to work from home. There is likely 
to be increased demand for home working from staff and there are organisational 
benefits from continuing home working arrangements after the pandemic. The Home 
Working Principles at appendix 4 have been developed to help support home working 
going forward and will inform our approach, policy and procedures. In June 2021 staff 
will be invited to discuss their working arrangements with their line manager and to 
explore the opportunity of working remotely on a more permanent basis. Following this 
exercise the Estate & Facilities Department will assess the impact on the Trust’s estate. 
SAS Doctors Contract Reform 
 
In January 2021, an agreement was reached which covers a three-year agreement from 
1 April 2021 to 31 March 2024 for a reformed Specialty Doctor contract and a new 
Specialist contract. In March, the British Medical Association (BMA) members voted in 
favour of the new contracts and it has now been approved by Government. The new 
contracts will apply to new staff to the SAS grades from 1 April 2021 and to SAS doctors 
being employed on new contracts from that date forwards. The Trust has 21 SAS 
doctors employed on national terms and conditions of service who will be given the 
option to transfer to the equivalent revised terms and conditions or remain on current 
terms and conditions.  
 
Key parts of reform include: - 
•   The introduction of a new grade named the Specialist grade, which will provide an 

opportunity for progression for highly experienced specialty doctors. The 
introduction of the role will help to recruit, motivate and retain senior doctors and 
contribute to SAS grades being a positive and fulfilling career choice.  

•   A reformed Specialty Doctor pay structure to move from an 11 point pay scale to a 5 
point pay scale. The new pay structure will enable SAS doctors to access the top of 
the pay scale more quickly than the current system, increasing the career average 
earnings. 
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•   A new pay progression system that will link progression to the development of skills, 
competencies and experience through the processes of job planning, appraisal and 
mandatory training. Pay progression will no longer be automatic and will only be 
achieved where the required standards have been met. 

•   A number of safeguards and additional provisions to support the health and 
wellbeing of SAS doctors. 

•   A number of changes to modernise the terms and conditions of service to make 
sure that they are fit for purpose under a changing NHS to support the demands of 
patient care and to ensure services can be delivered. 
 

The Medical Staffing Team is working with our SAS Doctors to implement the changes in 
line with the national timetable.  
 
The introduction of the Specialist Grade at the Christie would have the potential to 
increase numbers of expert decision makers and potentially free up capacity for 
consultants to deliver a wider range of duties (or focus on a specific part of their work). 
Details of the new grade will be shared with Clinical Leads over the next few weeks so 
they can assess whether the creation of these roles could support service requirements. 
 

5. Leadership & Culture 
 

Leadership 
Cohort 1 have now successfully completed The Christie Leadership Development 
Programme. To mark this milestone a Virtual Reflection Event was held on 31st March 
2021 where participants joined their managers and executive representatives to 
celebrate and reflect on their learning experience. We now have 4 cohorts totalling 60 
staff participating in the programme. We have actively looked to recruit delegates from 
our BAME workforce. 
 
We have developed the Leadership at The Christie Portal, which provides staff with an 
overview of leadership development opportunities at the Christie and helps prepare them 
for future leadership roles. 
 
Freedom to Speak Up 
The Freedom to Speak Up Guardian’s six monthly report can be found at appendix 5. 
 

6. Employee Support & Experience 
 

Health & Wellbeing Guardian 
The 2020-21NHS People Plan requires all NHS employers to introduce a wellbeing 
guardian. The Wellbeing Guardian takes an assurance role at Board level, in which they 
look at the organisation’s activities through a holistic health and wellbeing lens. Their 
purpose is to: 

• Question decisions which might impact on the wellbeing of our NHS people 

• Challenge behaviours which are likely to be detrimental 

• Challenge the Board to account for its decisions and their impact on the health and 
wellbeing of our NHS people. 

• Remind the board to consider any unintended consequences of organisational 
actions and review them with a view to mitigating these. 
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The role is considered best suited to a Non-Executive Director and as such Tarun Kapur 
will be the Wellbeing Guardian at the Christie. A role outline has been developed and 
consultation with key stakeholders has taken place. An overview of the role and how it 
will be embedded in the Trust will be presented to the Board of Directors. 
 
People Pulse 
The NHS People Pulse is a national online survey, developed for NHS provider and 
organisations, to support local listening and engagement activities. Results provide a 
regular national, regional and local view of employee experience and wellbeing. 
 
The survey asks employees how they are responding to the pressures during COVID-19 
and recovery, including how supported, motivated or anxious they may feel, and what 
support would make the biggest difference to their experience at work at this time.  
 
The Trust has run the survey for the last three months. The Trust’s latest results can be 
found at appendix 6. The key feedback from the survey is:- 
 89.6% of staff feel informed 
 79.2% of staff feel confident in local leaders 
 70.1% of staff feel supported  
 54.5% of staff feel able to have a work life balance 
 
Stress Risk Assessments 
The annual stress audit has highlighted that line managers are not routinely completing 
departmental stress risk assessments and sharing these with their staff. There has also 
been a lack of compliance with the policy for staff suffering from work or home related 
stress being referred to occupational health and an individual stress risk assessment 
being completed. As a result a risk of 16 (4x4) has been added to the Trust’s Risk 
Register. A summary of the audit and action plan can be found at appendix 6. 
 

7. Workforce Development 
 

KickStart Update 
The Kickstart Scheme provides funding to employers to create 6 month job placements 
for 16 to 24 year olds who are currently on Universal Credit and at risk of long-term 
unemployment. We are currently in the process of recruiting to our first 20 placements in 
clinical support roles. Successful candidates will commence with a 2 week employability 
skills course shortly. 
 
CPD 
There has been good use of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) funding for 
NMC & HCPC registrants and general School of Oncology Professional Development 
funds. However, there was an underutilisation of the Consultant and Non-Training Grade 
study funds, there may be an increase in demand this financial year as educational 
events and conferences begin to recommence.  
 
Learning Needs Analysis 
In the last quarter of the year (Jan-Mar) 22 in depth Learning Needs Analysis (LNA’s) 
were completed with service leads and managers, which provides a robust work plan for 
the spend in this new financial year.  The data collated provides a full organisation wide 
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view of needs, giving an evidence-based, clear work plan for the 12 months ahead and 
making full, effective use of all available resources in 2021/22.  
 
National Education and Training Strategy 
The National Education and Training Survey results have been received, there are no 
required actions for the Trust to respond to HEE. However, there is a trend that may 
indicate a workload concern amongst postgraduate medical trainees, although the 
response rate was low in this cohort of learners. Further exploration to corroborate or 
contradict this, is on-going with the Junior Doctor Forum. 
 

8. Equality, Diversity & Inclusion 
 

EDI Update 
The EDI Programme Board continues to oversee the progress against the Trust’s EDI 
Delivery Plan. Notable developments in the first quarter have been:- 

• The development of Divisional EDI planning guidance  

• The appointment of Divisional EDI co-ordinators 

• The establishment of Staff networks for BAME, LGBT+ and Disabled staff 
 
Respect Campaign 
We continue to review and promote the Trust’s Respect Campaign. The campaign was 
the subject of a Grand Round Event on 1th February 2021. Further resources have been 
developed to support the campaign including a campaign email signature, action cards 
and a respectful email how to guide. Respect workshops continue to be delivered. As 
part of their EDI plans for 2021/2, Divisions will be required to adopt Respect Champions 
and organise at least one event to promote Respect. 
 

9. Other 
 

2021/22 NHSE England Contract 
The NHS Standard Contract is published by NHS England for use by NHS 
Commissioners (CCGs and NHS England) to contract for all healthcare services other 
than primary care services. The NHS England contract for 2021/22 has been updated 
with some material changes made to the contract pertaining to workforce.  The table 
below outlines the changes and demonstrates how we are positioned to meet the 
provisions of the Contract 

Topic Change Contract 
Reference 

The Christie 
People Plan 

Domain & Actions 
Black, Asian 
and minority 
ethnic 
representation  
 

In accordance with Implementing phase 3 of 
the NHS response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, we propose to amend the Contract 
to require each provider to publish a five-year 
action plan setting out how it will ensure that, 
over that period, that the level of black, Asian 
and minority ethnic representation in its board 
and senior workforce will reflect that in its 
overall workforce, or in its local community, 
whichever is higher.  
 

Service 
Condition 
13.7  
 

Christie People 
Plan Domain 6 -  
Equality, Diversity 
& Inclusion 
 
EDI Delivery Plan 
2020 – 2023  
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Topic Change Contract 
Reference 

The Christie 
People Plan 

Domain & Actions 
NHS People 
Plan 

We included a reference to the NHS People 
Plan in the 2020/21 Contract, but in practice, 
because of the pandemic, publication of the 
Plan was delayed until July 2020. We now 
propose to amend the Contract wording for 
2021/22 to refer to the Plan as published, 
making clear that providers must implement 
the actions expected of employers as set out 
in the Plan.  

General 
Condition 
5.1 

The Christie People 
Plan (appendix 1) 
has been 
developed to 
respond to the 
required actions in 
the NHS People 
plan 

Core Skills 
Training 
Framework  
 

The Core Skills Training Framework specifies 
the statutory / mandatory training which staff 
working in the provision of NHS-funded 
services must regularly undergo. The 
Framework covers areas such as fire safety, 
safeguarding and information governance and 
data security. We propose to add a 
requirement to the Contract that a provider 
must provide its staff with training in 
accordance with the requirements of the 
Framework 

General 
Condition 
5.5  
 

Christie People 
Plan Domain 5 – 
Workforce 
Development  
 
Complete 
implementation of 
Essential Training 
plan  

Hosting of 
doctors in 
training  
 

Health Education England has published new 
guidance setting out the role of non-NHS 
providers to work with Trusts in hosting 
doctors in training. We propose to include a 
requirement for providers to have regard to 
this guidance 

General 
Condition 
5.7  
 

 
n/a 

Violence 
prevention and 
reduction 
standard  
 

As set out in the NHS People Plan, a new 
NHS Violence Prevention and Reduction 
Standard has now been launched, creating a 
framework which supports NHS staff to work 
in a safe and secure environment, 
safeguarded against abuse, aggression and 
violence. We propose to add a requirement on 
providers to have regard to the new standard 

General 
Condition 
5.9  
 

Christie People 
Plan Domain 4 – 
Employee Support 
& Experience 
 
Review of Trust 
V&A policy. Recent 
update 

Workforce 
sharing  
 

Sharing staff on a flexible basis between 
providers has been a key requirement under 
the Covid-19 pandemic, but it is important that 
arrangements to do so are robust and well-
documented. In time, digital staff passports 
will be an important enabler here, but – for 
now – NHSE/I have published an Enabling 
Staff Movement Toolkit, which provides 
suitable documentation to support seamless 
and efficient workforce sharing between 
organisations. We propose to add a 
requirement that, where providers intend to 
agree workforce-sharing arrangements, they 
should do using the Toolkit documentation 

General 
Condition 
5.12  
 

Christie People 
Plan Domain 1 – 
Workforce Supply 
 
Digital Passport 
 
GM MOU 
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Appendix 2 – NHS Jobs Case Study 
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Appendix 3 – Turnover Analysis 
Turnover Analysis – April 2021 

Date: 26/03/2021 Author: Jill Dale 

Reporting to: Workforce Committee 

Reporting 
Period: 2020-2021   

Turnover 
Definitions: 

Turnover Percentage 
In 12 month period the number of leavers over average staff in post.  
Voluntary Turnover Percentage 
In 12 month period the number of people choosing to leave the trust over average staff in 
post excluding Compulsory redundancy, dismissals & fixed term contracts ending. 

Historical Picture (Pre-COVID) - Leavers Profile as at 31Dec2019 for the period 2019-20 YTD 
Voluntary Turnover 
• Trust Voluntary Turnover predicted to rise to 13% up end of 2020-21 and predicted to lose more 

Nurses than last year 
 
Headcount  
• Most leavers from A&C (35% of all leavers) and Nursing (26%), other high profile attrition 

Radiographers, Medical staff 
 
Length of Service 
• Voluntary leavers with under 5 years’ service increased to 75% by December 2019 
• 80% of Band 5 Nurse voluntary leavers had less than a years’ service 
 
Next Job 
• 30% of voluntary leavers went to other NHS employers, of these - 50%+ within region (25% to MFT), 

6% to cancer hospitals 
 

Exit Interview Data via ESR and Survey Monkey (Leavers in period: 351, new survey set up 
December 2019) 
Responses: 87 (25% response rate) insufficient responses to identify trends 
  
Data Quality: 
• ‘Other/Not known’ reason accounted for 34% voluntary leavers Apr19-Dec19.  If unknown is removed, 

‘Relocation’ is the top reason for leaving for voluntary leavers (26% of all leavers) 25% promotion and 
15% work life balance.  

On-Going trends/issues & 2020/21 Review 
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Current Staffing Profile – split by staff group and pay band 
• Average staff in post has risen from 2665 in 2016-17 to 3153 in 2020-21 
• 28% of staff are aged 50+, of these: 

o 52% Estates & Ancillary staff, 42% of HCAs, 33% A&C staff, 22% of Nurses, 9% of 
Radiographers 
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Starters & Leavers comparison (Headcount) 
 Starters Leavers 
2018-19 550 502 (TUPE out, 78% voluntary: 390 including 

MARS) 
2019-20 559 478 (TUPE out, 85% voluntary:  404 including 

MARS)  
2020-21 527 427 (COVID fixed term contracts, 79% voluntary:  

337) 
  
Trust Voluntary Turnover (predicted at 10.7% for March 2021 – lowest rate in last five years) 
• Recognised nationally and at GM level - NHS staff are ‘hanging on’ hence current voluntary turnover 

was lower than normal throughout the COVID pandemic  
• Predicted voluntary rates for 2021-22 are based on averages of last 4 years but this maybe unreliable 

given the above, expecting higher than average leavers once normality returns and the 
vaccination campaign is complete.  

• Compared to March 2020 
o Nursing rate dropped from 16% to 14% but Band 5 up 1% to 27%, 
o Radiographers rate dropped from 7.2% to 4.3% but Band 5’s and Band 7’s up (B5 7% to 10%, 

B7 up to 4%) 
 
Headcount  - Most leavers were from: 
• 109 Nurses (26% of all leavers and 14% of nursing workforce), of these 105 were voluntary – 70 at 

Band 5 (67%) 
• 105 A&C (26% of all leavers and 12% of A&C workforce),  82 were voluntary 
• Additional Clinical Services (support to clinical staff) lost 83 staff (compared to 46 last year), 45 

HCAs left (20 in 2019-20).  
 
Length of Service 
• 85% of voluntary Radiographers leavers had less than 5 years’ service compared to only 70% in 

2019-20  
o (100% of leavers at Band 5 had under 2 years’ service, 100% of Band 6 less than 5 years’ 

service) 
• Similarly to last year, this year – Voluntary Leavers with under 5 years’ service (79% HCAs, 73% nurses) 

o 27% of voluntary leavers had less than 1 years’ service compared to 23% in 2019-20 
o 41% of voluntary HCA leavers had less than 1 years’ service (compared to 35% in 2019-20) 
 

Next Job 
• 96 Voluntary leavers moved to other NHS employers – over 68% within NW region (27%), none moved 

to cancer hospitals. 
 
Brexit Impact: 
• 28 EU leavers (7 returned to EU) in 2020-21 compared to 35 (3 returned to EU) 2019-20, no Brexit 

impact yet. 
 
Benchmark Comparison to November 2020 – latest published data) – All Turnover –Voluntary & Non-
voluntary: 
• Clatterbridge Cancer Centre NHS Foundation Trust:  11.3% (was 12.4% in November 2019) 
• Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust   12.3% (was 24.7% in November 2019) 
• Christie   14.2% (was 15.5% in November 2019) 
• Averages for 12 month period:   NW Acute Hospitals 15.4%, Acute Specialist Hospitals 12.3% 

 
Exit Interview Data – Christie Exit On-line Survey:     (2020-21 Leavers: 427) 
Survey Responses: 95(lower response rate that previous period: 22% response)  
Highest number of responses from Nurses (19, 20% of all responses) and support to clinical staff (18, 19%) 
Age Band  66 of 95 

(69%) 
Highest Response in 21-25 age group 87



 

 

Latest Turnover/leavers numbers  for period 2020-21   
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Appendix 1:   Registered Nursing  (Staff Profile, Turnover and Leavers) 
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Appendix 2:   Radiographers  (Staff Profile, Turnover and Leavers) 
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Appendix 4 – Home Working Principles 

General Principles 

• Jobs will be advertised as suitable for home working where possible 

• Home working will be offered on a voluntary basis 

• Home working arrangements may be classified as permanent, regular or occasional 

• Home workers have the same access to training/ CPD and career opportunities  as 
staff working on site 

• There will be a consistent application of these principles ensuring all divisions/ 
departments take a similar approach to decision making. 

Considering Applications & Agreeing Home Working Arrangements 

• All requests for home working will be considered on their own merits. Arrangements 
must be practical, effective and meet business needs 

• There will be consideration of transferring existing flexible working arrangements to 
internal promotions / job role changes subject to needs of the service 

• All home working arrangements will be supported by a contractual change and a home 
working agreement 

• All agreements will be subject to a review period 

Health Safety & Wellbeing 

• The Trust will support the health, wellbeing and safety of staff working at home 

• The Trust will support and promote flexibility of working patterns in line with service 
needs and promote work life balance 

• Incident or accidents occurring while working from home still need to be reported by the 
employee 

• It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure that all reasonable safety measures 
are in place and maintained to reduce health and safety risks.  

• Risk assessments will be undertaken before homeworking can be approved 

Creating a Supportive Culture 

• Senior leaders will support home working and be visible role models 
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• We will engage, train, and build a culture of trust among staff and managers 

• We will measure performance on outcomes rather than presence and availability 

• We will publish guidance and other documentation to support managers dealing  with 
home working requests 

• Communication methods will be tailored and regular for staff working  from home 

• We will ensure a high level of understanding across the organisation of the benefits of 
home working. 

• We will develop managers to support them to manage remote teams, ensuring staff 
have measurable objectives and have regular opportunities for feedback 

Working Arrangements 

• Our business and meetings will be conducted virtually wherever practical 

• The Trust will regularly review estate utilisation and provide some ‘hot desks’ for when 
home workers work in the office 

• The employee will be available and contactable during their agreed working hours 

• Employees will be required to attend site on request. E.g. to attend training 

• Home working is not a substitute for suitable care arrangements, that dependents need 
to be looked after by someone other than the employee when they are working and 
that, if necessary, care arrangements should be in place to cover the time when the 
employee is working 

Technology, Equipment & Resources 

• The Trust will provide the necessary technology and equipment to support home 
working  

• The Trust will ensure staff are aware of increased data protection and cyber security 
risks for home workers and will provide suitable training  

• Employees need to be aware about the security of information and should keep data 
confidential. Employees working from home will not print sensitive or confidential 
information. 

Expenses 

• No contribution will be made by the Trust to household expenses attached to home 
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working, such as broadband, heating, lighting or council tax costs. 

• It is the employee’s responsibility to assess the personal implications of home working 
and tell their mortgage provider, landlord and home insurer of their intention to work 
from home 

• The Trust will not reimburse employees for home to site mileage 
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Appendix 5 – FTSU Report 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

 
Freedom to Speak Up report 1st October 2020 to 31st March 2021 

1. Background 
The Freedom To Speak Up Guardian’s role is to support staff to effectively raise concerns, address 
barriers to speaking up and foster a positive speaking up culture so that concerns raised are 
viewed as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 
  
This report presents the regular six monthly update on activity to the Board of Directors. The 
2021/22 plan is draft and will be updated following receipt of the NHSEI Rapid Review report. 
 

2. Activity 
At The Christie, reminding staff to speak up if they were concerned has remained a priority during 
the pandemic. The Freedom to Speak Up service was referred to in the Covid-19 daily bulletins 
and also as a source of support and advice in wellbeing guides, the working from home support 
guide and within information relating to risk assessments and vulnerable staff.   
Given the requirement to work from home for many of our staff, the FTSUG has adapted the way in 
which they interact.  This has included attending induction and medical inductions and other team 
meetings virtually.  Information has been added to the intranet. 
Additional methods of raising the profile of Speaking Up include:- 

Videoing FTSU introduction for proton students 
Involvement in Grand round on Respect and Freedom to Speak Up 
 

3. National guidance and reports 
Throughout the last six months two reports have been issued by the National Guardian’s Office the 
reports have been reviewed and any learning has been identified; the action plans are monitored 
by the Workforce Committee.   
The reports are as follows: 

a. National Guardians’ Office annual report – March 2021 
b. Freedom to Speak Up Guardians’ survey – March 2021 

 
4. Reviews 

The Trust has yet to receive the outcome report from the rapid review on the FTSU concern raised 
with NHSEI.  Findings from this and other reviews will be considered with a view to learning and 
improving. 
 
An independent review has been carried out by MIAA on the Trust’s raising concerns policy. The 
agreed scope was as follows: 
 
Ascertain and document the corporate arrangements, policies and procedures established by the 
Trust. To include:  
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• Designated roles and responsibilities  
• Reporting lines 
• Operational measures to support Trust personnel in terms of Freedom to Speak Up   

The recommendations have been reviewed, these covered some minor changes to policy wording, 
developing a procedure so that key decision making points and escalation processes are outlined 
in writing as well as clarifying the steps to be taken when carrying out an investigation. Progress 
with the suggested recommendations is being monitored by the Quality assurance committee. 
     

5. Contacts  
 
5.1 Number of contacts by quarter 
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5.2 Type of contact 
The table below describes the activity from 1st October 2020 to 31st March 2021. Descriptions of 
concerns are recorded as described by the staff member and concerns can have more than one 
issue. 
 
Quarter Number 

of 
contacts 

Issue 
category 

Description Action 

2020/21
Q3 

15 Attitudes and 
behaviour 

Behaviour of 
colleague (x2) 

Staff member spoke with 
colleague for resolution 
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Quarter Number 
of 
contacts 

Issue 
category 

Description Action 

(x5) 
 
 
 
 
 
Quality and 
safety (x3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Policies, 
procedures 
and 
processes 
(x7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other (x1) 
 

 
 
 
Behaviour of 
manager (x3) 
 
Colleague not 
adhering to Covid-19 
protection measures 
 
Department not 
implementing Covid-
19 protection 
measures 
 
Safe disposal of 
Chemotherapy 
 
Inclusion of senior 
manager 
involvement in 
briefing session (x3) 
 
Application of policy 
re b&h 
 
Manager not 
following policy in 
relation to mental 
wellbeing of staff 
 
Feeling under 
pressure to return to 
work 
 
No learning from 
concerns raised 
 
Length of time to get 
outcome from review 

Staff member raised with 
manager for resolution 
 
Gave advice on options (x3) 
 
 
Involvement of manager and HR 
for resolution 
 
 
Involvement of manager for 
resolution 
 
 
 
Senior management 
involvement for resolution 
 
Response with reasons for 
involvement given (x3) 
 
 
 
Feedback sent to HR 
 
 
Inclusion of additional 
information re supporting staff 
with mental wellbeing being 
considered 
 
Advice given 
 
 
 
Support given 
 
 
Update provided on progress 

2020/21
Q4 

7 
 
 
 
 

Attitudes and 
behaviour 
(x6) 
 
 
 

Behaviour of 
manager (x5) 
 
Behaviour of 
colleague (x1) 
 

Involvement of HR (x2) 
Advice given (x3) 
 
Advice given (x1) 
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Quarter Number 
of 
contacts 

Issue 
category 

Description Action 

 
Quality and 
safety (x1) 
 
 
 
 
 
Service 
change (x1) 
 
 
 
Policies 
procedures 
and 
processes 
(x2) 
 

 
Mixing of patients 
and staff in 
refreshment venues 
increasing risk of 
Covid-19 spread 
 
 
Slow implementation 
of findings from 
service review 
 
 
Tone of Trust wide 
messages with 
potential to deter 
speaking up 

 
Senior manager involvement for 
resolution 
 
 
 
 
 
Staff member considering 
options 
 
 
 
Escalated to the executive team  
for consideration 

In summary throughout the last six months, 42% of concerns have had an element relating to 
attitudes and behaviours. 35% related to policies, procedures and processes of which over half 
provided comment on how a complex concern is being managed within the division. 15% related to 
Covid-19 measures.  One staff member reported detriment and the case is being reviewed by a 
senior manager. 
 

6. NHS Staff survey results 2020 
The NGO use 4 questions from the national staff survey to develop the NGO FTSU index. The 
index has yet to be published, but the Christie results from the Staff survey 2020 for questions 
relating to Freedom to speak up are in the table below.  An additional question has been added for 
this year “I feel safe to speak up about anything that concerns me in this organisation”. 
 

 Specialist trust 
average 

The 
Christie Best Worst 

18f. % of staff “agreeing” or “strongly 
agreeing” that they would feel safe to speak 
up about anything that concerns them in 
this organisation 

69.3 72.4 74.2 64.3 

 
3 of the 4 questions from the FTSU index have fallen since 2019. 
 
 2020 

specialist 
trust average 

2019 
Christie 

2020 
Christie 

Christie 
difference 
2019-2020 

Questions included in the NGO FTSU 
index     
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16a. % of staff responded "agreeing" or 
"strongly agreeing" that their 
organisation treats staff who are involved 
in an error, near miss or incident fairly 

65.9 71.8 69.9  

16b. % of staff responded "agreeing" or 
"strongly agreeing" that their 
organisation encourages them to report 
errors, near misses or incidents 

89.8 89.1 89.5  

17a. % of staff responded "agreeing" or 
"strongly agreeing" that if they were 
concerned about unsafe clinical practice, 
they would know how to report it 

95.4 94.1 92.5  

17b. % of staff responded "agreeing" or 
"strongly agreeing" that they would feel 
secure raising concerns about unsafe 
clinical practice 

75.6 75.6 74.3  

Other related question     
17c.  % of staff responding “agreeing” or 
“strongly agreeing” that they were 
confident the organisation would address 
their concern  

65.8 68.8 66.8  

 
The introduction of the Patient Safety Specialist role at the Christie, a requirement of the NHS 
patient safety strategy, provides the opportunity to do more focused partnership work on patient 
safety. A recent learning for improvement bulletin, sent to all staff, included a message reminding 
staff on the importance of speaking up and reporting incidents. 
 
Staff survey results by protected characteristics 
The national staff survey results for The Christie have been broken down by ethnicity and staff with 
long term health conditions or illnesses for the questions relating to Freedom to Speak Up. 
(Appendix 1). The results show that their responses are less positive when compared with white or 
staff without a long term health condition. The results will be shared with the Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion (EDI) networks and the EDI programme board with a view to addressing this disparity. 
 

7. Progress with Freedom to Speak Up Champions 
The introduction of FTSU champions is progressing. The aim is to make it easier for staff to speak 
up as they have more than one individual to approach as well as giving diversity in who they can 
speak up to.  The approach is to start with a small number of champions so that appropriate 
training can be developed and effectiveness monitored before making the decision to expand. The 
role was advertised widely across the Trust, including in a poster format and interested individuals 
have discussed the role with the FTSUG. Staff from diverse backgrounds were encouraged to 
apply. An outline of the role requirement is attached as Appendix 2. 
 

8. FTSU plan 
The FTSU plan has been refreshed for 2021 and is attached as Appendix 3.  This plan is draft and 
will be updated following receipt of the NHSEI Rapid Review report. The plan outlines the 
objectives, the key objectives are: 
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• Introduction of FTSU Champions 
• Establishment of FTSU speaking up and listening training modules on Trust systems 
• Engagement sessions with our staff networks to enable them to share experiences and to 

seek feedback in relation to improving the experience of feeling confident to speak up 
• Enhancing support mechanisms for staff and managers involved in a FTSU concern 
• Triangulation of information with other metrics to identify action required early 

 
 

9. Training 
The National Guardians’ Office and Health Education England have developed e-learning modules 
for Freedom to Speak Up. This training is for everyone wherever they work in healthcare and 
explains in a clear and consistent way what speaking up is and its importance in creating an 
environment in which people are supported to deliver their best.  
 
The training is divided into three parts. 
Speak Up: Core training for all workers including volunteers, students and those in training, 
regardless of their contract terms and covers what speaking up is and why it matters. It will help 
learners understand how to speak up and what to expect when they do. 
Listen Up: This training for all line and middle managers and is focussed more on listening up and 
the barriers that can get in the way of speaking up. 
Follow Up: This training is aimed at all senior leaders including executive board members (and 
equivalents), Non-Executive Directors, and Governors to help them understand their role in setting 
the tone for a good speaking up culture and how speaking up can promote organisational learning 
and improvement. 
 
The first two modules are available on ESR and the e-learning for health website. Staff are 
encouraged to carry out the training.  When ESR resolve their system problem, the Trust will add  
the Speak Up module to part of its essential training programme.  Managing for Success training 
will reference the Listen up module and all managers will be encouraged to access it. The board 
session development session will focus on the Follow Up training when available. 
 

10. Effectiveness 
Feedback from staff contacts 
The NGO requires that Guardians ask those who contact the FTSUG if they would speak up again 
or have experienced detriment.  The feedback tool has been updated to include questions on 
support, communication and being informed of learning which reflect the principles of speaking up. 
The questionnaire is sent when a case is closed and not all cases are closed in the quarter they 
are reported. 
Six people replied to the request for feedback.  
Five staff members completed the form.  They said they would speak up again; all felt they were 
made to feel they did the right thing in raising their concern and were communicated with very well. 
All but one said they felt very well supported, the fifth person said quite well supported. None 
reported detriment. 
Comments 
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• I felt that it was needed to speak to someone and feel listened to. Meanwhile, there were 
other routes taken also addressing my concerns at the time. Nothing has arisen from my 
complaint as yet although I have been off work. Overall, I felt supported and that was very 
important to me. In these situations, the worst feeling is when no one listen, and one cannot 
speak out and this wasn't the case. 

• It worked! Speaking to the Freedom to Speak Up Guardian actually put the issue down on 
paper and meant that it could be worked upon and resolved.  

• I know who to go to, the service is confidential and I think this is important to safeguard 
individuals raising concerns. 

• The FTSUG had a very open approach to my concern and was very supportive in hearing 
my concern. Whilst I did not want to move forward with any formal processes I valued the 
time in listening and providing practical support. Whilst the concern in itself is still on-going I 
am currently managing to deal with this myself, however I am aware that the FTSUG 
support is there in the future should I need it.  

• I’m glad there is this service to raise concerns as it is better to communicate your feelings 
about a matter in a productive way, that may make a difference. 

The sixth person said “I really don’t think its worth the ramifications from my direct manager who 
goes on a protect themselves mission”. 

 
11. Conclusion 

The Board of Directors is asked to;  
• note the detail in the report and receive a further update in six months’ time. 
• Note the draft plan for 2021/22 that will be updated following receipt of the NHSEI Rapid 

Review report. 
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Appendix 1 
The National Staff Survey 2020 – BAME and Long lasting health condition or illness 
The national staff survey results for The Christie have been compared by ethnicity and long lasting 
health condition or illness for the questions relating to Freedom to Speak Up. The aim is to 
highlight if there are any differences in responses for these groups of staff to those of white or staff 
without a health condition. 
BAME and white 
FTSU index BAME 

2019 
BAME 
2020 

White 
2019 

White 
2020 

2020 
difference 
BAME - 
white 

16a. % of staff responded "agreeing" 
or "strongly agreeing" that their 
organisation treats staff who are 
involved in an error, near miss or 
incident fairly 

 
70.0 
 

66.2  71.0 70.2 -4.0 

16b. % of staff responded "agreeing" 
or "strongly agreeing" that their 
organisation encourages them to 
report errors, near misses or 
incidents 

83.8 88.4 89.5 88.6 -0.2 

17a. % of staff responded "agreeing" 
or "strongly agreeing" that if they 
were concerned about unsafe clinical 
practice, they would know how to 
report it 

88.0 86.7 93.5 92.1 -5.3 

17b. % of staff responded "agreeing" 
or "strongly agreeing" that they would 
feel secure raising concerns about 
unsafe clinical practice 

72.7 66.1 74.0 72.7 -6.6 

Linked survey question      
17c.  % of staff responding 
“agreeing” or “strongly agreeing” that 
they were confident the organisation 
would address their concern  

65.5 65.1 68.7 66.2 -1.1 

18f. % of staff “agreeing” or “strongly 
agreeing” that they would feel safe to 
speak up about anything that 
concerns them in this organisation 

n/a 67.7 n/a 72.0 -4.3 
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Long lasting health condition or illness 
FTSU index Health 

condition  
2019 

Health 
condition 
2020 

Non 
Health 
condition 
2019 

Non 
Health 
condition 
2020 

2020 
difference 
LLHC - 
non LLHC 

16a. % of staff responded 
"agreeing" or "strongly 
agreeing" that their 
organisation treats staff who 
are involved in an error, near 
miss or incident fairly 

63.8 66.5 72.5 70.2 -3.7 

16b. % of staff responded 
"agreeing" or "strongly 
agreeing" that their 
organisation encourages 
them to report errors, near 
misses or incidents 

85.8 87.1 89.6 88.8 -1.7 

17a. % of staff responded 
"agreeing" or "strongly 
agreeing" that if they were 
concerned about unsafe 
clinical practice, they would 
know how to report it 

89.2 85.7 93.6 93.0 -7.3 

17b. % of staff responded 
"agreeing" or "strongly 
agreeing" that they would feel 
secure raising concerns 
about unsafe clinical practice 

72.4 67.9 73.9 73.1 -5.2 

Linked survey question      
17c.  % of staff responding 
“agreeing” or “strongly 
agreeing” that they were 
confident the organisation 
would address their concern  

62.5 63.0 69.3 66.8 -3.8 

18f. % of staff “agreeing” or 
“strongly agreeing” that they 
would feel safe to speak up 
about anything that concerns 
them in this organisation 

n/a 63.7 n/a 73.3 -9.6 

 
Number of staff responding to questions in 2020 survey (number of responses depends on 
question) 
BAME respondents – between 140-166 staff 
White respondents – between 1111-1289 staff 
Long lasting health condition or illness – between 160-300 staff 
Without long lasting health condition or illness – between 853-1170 staff 
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Conclusions 
BAME and staff with long lasting health condition or illness report a more negative experience that 
their white and non-disabled colleagues when it comes to speaking up. 
Action 
To discuss results with the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion networks and the EDI programme 
board. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Freedom to Speak Up Champions at The Christie 

1. Introduction 
The Trust wants to enable an environment where all staff to feel comfortable and able to speak up 
about anything that concerns them.  Evidence would suggest that people feel more comfortable 
speaking up to someone that is more like them. Having Freedom To Speak Up Champions 
(FTSUCh) across the Trust’s localities, diverse staff and professional groups, would give staff 
a choice in who they speak up to.  
 

2. The plan 
It is planned to initially recruit a maximum of four FTSUCh and the role is open to all staff, although 
there is a preference to have staff from a diverse background within the initial four.  The role will be 
advertised widely and interested staff will be asked to complete an expression of interest.  The 
FTSUG will hold a conversation with interested staff and finalise the initial four.  The role will 
undergo an initial interim review at 3 and 6 months and fully reviewed at 12 months and decision 
can be made at any of the review points to halt or reconfigure the role.  
 

3. Role overview 
Working with the Trust’s Freedom to Speak Up Guardian, Champions will have two functions 

• To promote a safe speaking up culture 
• To act as a resource for discussing with individuals or groups, the most appropriate route to 

either resolve the concern informally, raise the concern under the formal procedure, and/or 
to signpost individuals to what may be more relevant policies or frameworks 

 
The role will not represent individuals and has no protected time. Therefore manager support is 
required. 
 

4. Role description 

FTSU champion 
JD.doc  

 
5. Freedom to Speak Up Process Chart for FTSUCh 

The FTSUCh will act depending on if the contact is a query, concern or formal concern.   

2. FTSU champions 
process.docx  

 
The following matrices identify what constitutes a query, concern and formal concern and 
timescales. 
 
Query Timescale for resolution 
If the person is sign posted to another 
person, department or organisation 

Information given within 7 working days 
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Concern Timescale 
Staff member is raising concern directly with 
colleague or manager 
Concern that can be resolved quickly by 
directly raising within the team or 
department 
Anonymous concerns/person does not want 
concern shared 

Acknowledgement within 2 working days 
Investigation completed within 25 working 
days 

 
Formal Concern Timescale 
When a concern is passed to a case 
manager to review 
When there is direct patient safety concern 
or gross misconduct involved 
When the concern has more than one 
element or affects  other departments 
When more than one person raises same 
issue 
When a formal outcome may be required 
eg disciplinary proceedings 

Acknowledgement within 2 working days 
Investigation completed within 60 working 
days 

 
6. Support 

Support and information sharing will be provided with monthly informal meetings with FTSUG and 
FTSUCh.  Concerns and formal concerns will be discussed as and when they occur. 
 

7. Training 
Champions will undertake the mandatory Speak Up – core training for all workers.  The FTSUG will 
develop an introductory session, which includes reference to the National guardian’s office 
webpage, Freedom to Speak Up - Raising concerns policy. FTSUCh will access the NGO’s training 
modules and regional sessions as appropriate. 
 

8. Advertising the role 
The following methods to advertise the role to the workforce 

• Advert via HIVE newsflash. Covid-19 briefing 
• Poster for display in those areas where staff do not have easy access to computers 
• Sent to members of the Trust’s Equality, Diversity and Inclusion interest group and the staff 

EDI networks. 
 
Advert wording 
 
Freedom to Speak Up Champions 

• Do you believe in the value of a safe speaking up culture? 
• Do you have excellent communication skills and can listen with empathy and compassion? 
• Are you able to remain non-judgemental when presented with information 
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You may be interested in becoming a Freedom to speak up champion. The opportunity to become 
a Champion is open to all, though we particularly welcome interest from staff from a diverse 
background.   
 
The role will have two functions  

• Supporting activity to promote Speaking Up 
• Listening to concerns, signposting, advising and supporting staff to raise their concerns 

 
The role will  

• Be in addition to your current role and there is no protected time available.  
• Does not involve investigating concerns or representing individuals or groups. 

 
If you are interested please complete the expression of interest form. If you would like further 
information you can speak with Sue Mahjoob, Freedom to Speak Up Guardian on 07918 363731 
or via MST teams.   
 

3. Expression of 
interest form.doc  

 
Identifying the FTSUCh 
The FTSUG will organise a conversation with every staff member who expresses an interest and 
will use a proforma with questions to help with the decision on agreeing the final four, assuming 
that there are more than four interested staff members.  
 

9. Evaluating effectiveness 
The role will be evaluated on an informal basis by the FTSUG after 3 and 6 months to assess 
effectiveness in how the role is operating and introduce any changes.  A more formal review will 
take place after 12 months to establish if there has been benefit. 
 
Measures used will be 

1. Feedback from FTSUCh on number of contacts, involvement in cases, number of hours of 
involvement. 
 

2. Feedback from staff members supported by FTSUCh. 
 

3. Feedback from FTSUCh on their experience, including feedback on: 
• combining this role with other work commitments 
• support and training they have been given 
• rating of their confidence in carrying out the role 
• their view on the difference it has made 

 
4. Cultural measures – from FTSU questions in the staff survey, and other surveys that may 

be initiated. 
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Freedom to Speak Up Plan  

2021 
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1. Introduction 

The Christie NHS Foundation Trust is fully committed to promoting an open and transparent 
culture across the organisation to ensure that all members of staff feel safe and confident to speak 
out.  
 
This plan describes our aims and action to promote, develop and support this culture.   
 
2. The benefits of supporting staff to speak up safely in the workplace 

When staff feel confident and safe to speak up the following benefits are achieved: 

• The Trust is made aware of situations that could potentially impact on patient care 

• The Trust has the opportunity to take action so that any detrimental consequence is 
avoided 

• The Trust has the opportunity to learn 

• Staff are able to share their anxiety about a situation and therefore reduce their stress 

• Staff feel a greater sense of engagement, inclusion and support for Trust values 
 
3.  Delivering the Freedom to Speak Up plan 

The Freedom to Speak Up plan has four themes: 

a. Raising Awareness 
Raising awareness helps ensure that the message of speaking up safely is shared with all staff.  
We want our staff:- 

• To know how to raise concerns, 

• To feel confident in doing so 

• To feel that they are listened to  

• To know that something will be done in response to issues that are raised 
Raising awareness is everyone’s business. The FTSUG will work with managers, staff and the HR 
department so that everyone understands their role in raising awareness.  

 
b. Ensuring a positive raising concerns culture 

Having a positive reporting culture, where open dialogue is part of normal every day practice, is 
important to the delivery of safe and compassionate care.  

A positive raising concerns culture: 

• has strong leadership and commitment from the board/senior management team 

• is underpinned by a clear freedom to speak up - raising concerns policy and arrangements 

• offers a range of different channels to enable staff to raise issues easily and confidently 
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• is an integral part of values based recruitment, induction, appraisal and training 

• requires effective communication and engagement with staff 

• provides on-going opportunity for reflective practice and learning 

• needs robust and consistent response systems 

• celebrates success, as well as focusing on things where we need to improve. 
Ensuring a positive raising concerns culture relies on all staff engaging with the speaking up 
agenda.  This can be done in the following ways:-: 

• setting a positive example 

• being open and honest with colleagues 

• thanking those who raise a concern 

• viewing a concern raised as an opportunity to improve 

• listening well and take action 

• accessing training to support positive behaviours 

• reflecting on their own behaviours 
 

The board are supportive of a positive raising concerns culture and: 

• provide the resources required to deliver an effective Freedom to Speak Up function 

• have an oversight to ensure the policy and procedures are being effectively implemented  
 

c. Support 
The main barriers for those raising concerns are a fear of reprisal and that no action will be taken if 
they do make the decision to raise issues. Being open and honest with staff throughout the 
process and providing feedback, as far as might be appropriate to do so, can help to alleviate 
these worries. Feedback is vital so that those raising concerns understand how their disclosure has 
been handled and is dealt with.  

It is important that expectations are discussed with the person raising the concern about how the 
process will proceed and how outcomes are reached. 

It is important that appropriate support is offered to staff raising concerns, and those who have 
concerns raised against them, all the way through the process, not just at the point of them raising 
a concern.  

There are different types of advice and support available to staff who have raised concerns or are 
dealing with concerns raised with them  as follows:-: 

• HR department 

• Freedom to Speak Up Guardian 
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• Trade unions 

• The Employee Assistance Helpline  

• Speakup.direct  

• Occupational Health 
Interventions can include counselling, stress management and/or mediation. 
 

d. Learning 
Sharing the learning and providing on-going opportunity for reflective practice and learning will 
support a good raising concerns culture. 

Learning will be shared via appropriate channels depending on the nature and confidentiality of the 
concern.   

The FTSUG will review guidance and reports from external sources such as the National 
Guardians Office and NHSIE and identify learning and ideas for improvement.  Action will be 
developed and agreed with the input of other divisions and stakeholders as required. 

4. Objectives 

The following are the deliverables for 2021. 
 
1. Raising Awareness 
Support the organisation to raise awareness  of the importance of speaking up and how to do this 

Deliverables 2021 
• Delivery of regular communications to staff on how to raise concerns 

• Review additional methods of raising awareness in light of  new ways of working and remote 

working as a result of the pandemic  

• Develop material with reference to FTSU in induction packages 

• Support FTSU month 
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2.  Ensuring a positive raising concerns culture  
Ensuring that staff feel able and safe to speak up 
Deliverables 2021 

• Introduction of FTSU champions network 

• Grand round on Respect and FTSU 

• Refreshment of the NHSI board self-assessment of leadership and governance arrangements 

in relation to speaking up 

• Review Non-executive director – FTSU role 

• Develop a board session on FTSU 

• Introduction of training based on NGO HEE e learning and embedding and monitoring 

compliance as part of the Trust essential training programme. 

3.  Support 
Ensure that staff feel supported both during and after raising a concern 
Deliverables 2021 

• Review and produce guidance of support arrangements for staff and managers involved in 

raising a concern in line with the work undertaken by the scrutiny panel for managing HR 

formal processes. 

• Develop SOP to ensure that FTSU is covered during absence of FTSUG 

 

4.  Learning 

Ensuring that the organisation learns from concerns raised  
Deliverables 2021 

• Assess the Exit interview process 

• Plan speaking up events for the EDI network groups with senior leaders 

• Conduct a listening exercise with the staff network groups (BAME, LGBTQ and Disability) 

• Work with staff networks to address disparity between groups of staff on their views on 

speaking up as identified in staff survey 

• Conduct a FTSU survey 

• Develop more formal links with HR and other key partners to triangulate data/metrics when a 

concern relating to culture arises 
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5. Measurement of the plan 

Progress against the objectives will be monitored via the Workforce Committee.  Testing 
the impact and effectiveness of the delivery of the objectives will be informed by: 

• Findings from staff surveys 
• Feedback from staff who have raised concerns 
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 Freedom to Speak Up plan deliverables for 2019-2020 - update 

Work is continuing in 2021 on those actions not yet complete. 

Deliverable Comment Deadline 

Raising awareness 

Develop effective awareness training in 
conjunction with local guardians that meets 
National Guardian Office guidance requirements 

Module for managers 
developed. 

This action updated in 2020 
– level 1 FTSU module on 
ESR, level 2 (for managers) 
and 3 (board) expected 
2021 

31st March 2020 

Managers module 
completed 30th 
January 2020 

Deliver regular communications to staff on how 
to raise concerns 

On-going activity  

Ensuring a positive raising concerns culture 

Support Freedom to Speak month with activity 
across the Trust 

Posters and presence in 
main Oak road reception for 
FTSU week 

2020 – A-Z blog 

Event completed 
21st - 25th October 

Refresh the Trust board review of leadership 
and governance arrangements in relation to 
speaking up following updated NHSI guidance 

 

Review completed and tool 
updated 

Completed 12th 
February 2020 

Include speaking up within work streams 
focussing on engaging with the Trust’s 
marginalised and diverse groups 

Virtual round table 
conversation with interested 
EDI members took place 11 
June 2020.  Report 
produced on EDI and 
FTSU. 

To progress with input from 
EDI and other colleagues 

30th September 
2020 

Consider how and the appropriateness of 
including link to speaking up when reviewing HR 

To be reviewed and 
considered when each 

30th September 
2020 
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policies policy is updated. 

Included in PDR paperwork 

Support 

Develop a more detailed feedback tool for 
people who raise concerns 

Completed Complete 31st 
January 2020 

Develop process to capture reflections from 
those who are involved in raising concerns 

Reflections added to HIVE 31st March 2020 

Learning 

Deliver a Schwarz round Schwarz round planned – 
postponed 

 

17th November 
2020 

 

Develop Trust processes that provide on-going 
opportunity for reflective practice and learning  

FTSUG asks contacts to 
provide feedback 

30th September 
2020 

Sharing learning points from concerns raised via 
trust processes 

Learning point can be 
shared using Learning from 
improvement bulletin – 
example January 2021 
bulletin 

Complete 

January 2021  

Launch updated Exit interview process, ensure 
FTSU assessment and culture form part of 
process 

Exit interview process 
launched 

Complete 

1st December 
2019 

Conduct a listening into action exercise to 
obtain views on FTSU, EDI and bullying and 
harassment to assess effectiveness and impact 
of work undertaken within these Workforce 
priorities 

Report on bullying and 
harassment to be produced  

31st August 2020 
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Appendix 6 – Pulse Survey Results (March 2021) 
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Appendix 6 – Stress Risk Assessment Audit & Action Plan   
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Board of Directors  
Thursday 29th April 2021 

Report of Bernie Delahoyde, Accountable Emergency Officer 

Paper Prepared By Jane Hadfield, Health, safety and emergency planning 
lead 

Subject/Title Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response 
(EPRR) annual report 2020/21 
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Major Incident Plan 
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Pandemic Influenza Plan 
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Purpose of Paper 
To provide the Board of Directors with an overview of 
Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response 
arrangements in 2020/21 

Action/Decision Required To note the report and agree any identified actions  

Link to: 

 NHS Strategies and Policy
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Link to: 
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Response 
GM Greater Manchester 
ICC Incident Coordination Centre 
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Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

 
Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response 

 Annual Report 2020/21 
 

1.  Introduction and background 
The Christie NHS Foundation Trust has a duty to ensure that its services are maintained irrespective 
of external or internal incidents, such as a fire or power failure, that could interrupt delivery of 
services, impact on its estates, service infrastructure or human resources, as well as to work closely 
with partners and external agencies. 
 
The Christie is not an A&E receiving hospital but must still have robust emergency planning 
procedures and business continuity management in place as required under the Civil Contingencies 
Act 2004 and NHS England’s emergency preparedness, resilience and response (EPRR) 
framework. 
 
Since January 2020 The Christie has been responding to the Covid-19 pandemic.  As a result of 
this, some low risk elements of routine EPRR work were suspended such as the production of a 
quarterly EPRR report.  Whilst the response to Covid-19 has accounted overwhelmingly for EPRR 
work on site, other activities such as responding to other business continuity events and delivering 
training have continued. 
 
2.  Roles and responsibilities 
The role of Accountable Emergency Officer is fulfilled by the Chief Operating Officer.  They are the 
executive lead for EPRR for The Christie.  The Health, Safety and Emergency Planning Lead will 
ensure that the trust’s EPRR statutory obligations and corporate responsibilities are met in relation 
to EPRR.   
 
3.  NHS EPRR Assurance and Audits 
3.1  Annual self assessment against EPRR core standards 
The trust is required to undertake an annual self assessment against the NHS England core 
standards for EPRR.  These standards traditionally cover all aspects of the trust’s EPRR work, 
including our statutory obligations under the Civil Contingencies Act.  However, as a result of the 
pandemic, the self assessment for 2020/21 focused on our Covid-19 response and implementation 
of lessons learned for our winter planning preparations.  This was received and approved by the 
Quality Assurance Committee on behalf of the Board of Directors in September 2020.  No queries or 
concerns have been raised by GM Health & Social Care Partnership following our submission. 
 
3.2  GM Covid-19 Acute Response Phase Review 
In July 2020 the trust participated in the GM Covid-19 Acute Response Phase Review.  An internal 
debrief was held in early July with key management representation, including the clinical teams, 
digital services, procurement, human resources, communications and infection prevention and 
control.  The debrief focused on specific headings, for which trusts were asked to provide areas of 
good practice, areas for improvement and to identify up to 3 learning points for each heading, to be 
shared with the wider GM health economy.  The final report for GM was issued on 14 September 
2020. 
  
3.3  MIAA Audit of data security toolkit compliance  
The Health, Safety and Emergency Planning Lead met with Digital Services to assess our current 
level of compliance with the business continuity element of the data security toolkit.  For 2020/21 the 
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implications of Covid-19 on our IT infrastructure and security is being assessed.  At the time of 
writing, the report on this has not yet been reviewed by the internal auditor.  A plan is in place for 
testing data security and resilience during 2021/22. 
 
4.  Implementation of emergency and business continuity plans 
4.1  COVID-19 pandemic 
The trust implemented its pandemic influenza plan and business continuity plan at the end of 
January 2020 following the NHS declaration of a Level 4 National Incident in relation to COVID-19, 
which rose to Level 5 later in 2020.  The Incident Coordination Centre (ICC) has been operational 
since 11 March 2020, seven days a week, and at the time of writing this report remains open, 
manned by a core team comprising the Health, Safety and Emergency Planning Lead and a 
seconded member of staff.  The trust has several returns for daily electronic submission nationally, 
regionally and internally, which are coordinated by the Incident Coordination Centre.   
 
The key message to staff continues to be to work from home where possible to reduce the footfall 
on site, and for national guidance to be followed within the workplace e.g. social distancing, use of 
Personal Protective Equipment.  Regular briefings are issued to all staff, making use of mobile 
telephony as well as other IT solutions. 
 
Normal winter pressures across GM and the whole country were exacerbated by a second wave of 
Covid-19 and this was very closely monitored.  The trust continued to report daily on our critical care 
capacity regionally to GM Gold Command, and nationally on our bed occupancy and impact of 
Covid-19 to NHS England. 
 
4.2  EU Exit 
On 31 December 2020 the United Kingdom completed its exit from the EU with a deal.  The impact 
on NHS service delivery is closely monitored and any escalations are made via a daily sitrep to NHS 
England.  An example of an issue requiring escalation is disruption to deliveries.  The trust has 
reported an interruption to the delivery of key pathology consumables from the EU but this was 
quickly resolved and business continuity arrangements were successfully implemented. 
 
4.3  Incident W57724  
Clinical eForms were inadvertently deleted from Clinical Web Portal (CWP) database by 
development partner, resulting in CWP being unavailable to users between16:00 – 17:00pm and 
23:00pm – 12:00am while missing eForms were recovered.  The root cause was the e-Forms 
records were inadvertently deleted from CWP instead of just the intended e-PROMS records due to 
human error.   
 
The Incident Coordination Centre was already open as part of our Covid-19 response but regular 
meetings of key stakeholders took place over a few hours in response to this incident. 
 
4.4  Incidents W57766 & W57769 
During an out of hours scheduled change, an error occurred which caused one of the two core 
network switches to lose communication with its partner core switch.  This resulted in the two core 
switches failing to route network traffic, effectively shutting down the network infrastructure across 
the Trust.  The root cause was found to be human error. 
 
It was not necessary to declare a major incident but business continuity arrangements were being 
considered as it was initially not clear how long the incident would impact on services. 
 
4.5 Business continuity arrangements were put in place for planned IT work over the year, which 
included upgrade work on various clinical systems and the telephone system. 
 
4.6  Electrical shutdown affecting PAT Suite, out of hours managers and the patient flow 
team 
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This work was required as part of a capital scheme and alternative business continuity 
arrangements were implemented for the duration of the work (1 day).  
 
5.  Training and exercising 
As part of the NHS framework arrangements, the trust is required to: 
 

• undertake a live exercise every three years  
• undertake a table top exercise every year 
• carry out communications cascades every six months 

 
The continuing response to Covid-19 fulfils the requirement to hold a live exercise every 3 years.   
 
5.1  Internal exercises 
5.1.1 The trust was only able to conduct 1 communications test during the year because of the focus 
on our Covid-19 response.  This was to test the numbers held by switchboard on the incident 
notification sheet.  33 calls were made to members of the core Hospital Control Team and a 
selection of key service managers.  All but 7 calls were answered straightaway, indicating a 
response rate of 85%.  Of these seven, 3 were to an IT manager, all of which went through to 
voicemail, with a request to call the switchboard to acknowledge the message.  Two people are 
known to be on leave, and no call back to the switchboard was made by one other manager, or by 
an IT manager.  Work has previously been undertaken to display the caller identity to improve the 
response rates but no caller identity was displayed for these calls.  This will be reviewed as part of 
the remaining telephone system upgrade work.  As an outcome of this exercise, the contact number 
for Digital Services has been amended to go through to the on call manager rather than to the 3 
named individuals on the previous call in sheet. 
 
5.1.2  Business continuity during a telephone upgrade, affecting analogue lines   
A tabletop exercise to test business continuity arrangements during a telephone system upgrade 
was planned to take place in March 2021.  However, attendance was poor on the day so this was 
postponed to April 2021. 
 
5.2  Internal training 
Seven training sessions for duty managers and on call executive directors were delivered over the 
year to 19 people. 
 
5.3  External 
5.3.1  Winter resilience workshop 
The trust participated in this GM workshop for which the aim was to ensure the provision of safe, 
effective and timely care for our patients and population through the delivery of service restoration 
plans amidst any subsequent resurgence of the COVID-19 pandemic and anticipated demands on 
services through the 2020-21 winter period.   
 
The objectives included: 

• To maintain our integrated and collaborative ways of working in order to deliver our joint aim 
and objectives 

• To support delivery of the NW Business Plan (Restore, Prepare, Transform) in order to 
restore essential services and to minimise the impacts of the first wave of the COVID-19 
pandemic on our patients 

• To prepare to respond to future pandemic waves and a potential second peak, and through 
proactive, coordinated management of (and recognition of their subsequent impact on 
delivery of restoration plans) to lessen their impact on patients should they occur 

• To respond to concurrent incidents or events which may impact on service delivery (e.g. 
Winter Pressures, EU Exit, COVID-19 resurgence, potential delivery of a COVID-19 
vaccination programme or other EPRR concurrent risks and threats) 
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The workshop provided an opportunity for the trust to work with other GM trusts and organisations to 
consider any gaps in our ability to meet the objectives outlined above.  It demonstrated that our 
planning was robust and that various options had been explored such as having escalation plans in 
place to be able to admit our own patients rather than diverting any to local A&E departments, which 
would be overwhelmed, maintain our elective work as far as possible and collaboration with the 
independent sector.  External factors outside our direct control were in relation to the supply of 
Personal Protective Equipment and any potential associated fit testing requirements for different 
makes of FFP3 mask. 
 
6.  Policies and procedures 
A number of EPRR documents were reviewed and received approval during 2020/21.  These were: 
 

• Pandemic flu plan 
• Major incident plan 
• Winter plan 

 
7.  Lessons learned 
Opportunities for learning are identified during exercises, following incidents and through the self-
assessment process.  Some of the lessons learned and actions taken in 2020/21 are: 
 

• Ensuring consistency of information – This was mainly an issue for communications that 
were initiated outside the trust, with repeated requests for the same information from varying 
sources, and the use of different terminology for some requests, causing some confusion.  
This was fed back to GM Gold Command 

• The value of having a Single Point Of Contact (SPOC) for information requests coming into 
the trust, and to help coordinate our responses 

• Ensuring that appropriate stakeholders are consulted and communication is maintained 
during new build and refurbishment schemes so that suitable business continuity plans can 
be enacted 

 
8.  Recommendation 
The Board of Directors is asked to note current compliance and the work that has been undertaken 
during 2020/21. 
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Agenda Item 12/21a 
 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 22nd April 2021 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject / Title Board Assurance Framework 2021/22 – closing position 

Author(s) Louise Westcott, Company Secretary 

Presented by  Chief Executive Officer  

Summary / purpose of paper 

This paper provides the board with the closing position of 
the Board Assurance Framework that summarises the risks 
to achievement of the corporate objectives 2021/22. The 
cover paper gives detail of any recent changes. 

Recommendation(s) To note the refreshed Board Assurance Framework (BAF) 
2021/22 and consider any further updates. 

Background papers 
Board assurance framework 2020/21. Corporate objectives 
2021/22, operational plan and revenue and capital plan 
2020/21. 

Risk score N/A 

Link to: 

 Trust strategy 

 Corporate objectives 

• Trust’s strategic direction 

• Divisional implementation plans 

• Our Strategy 

• Key stakeholder relationships 

You are reminded not to use 
acronyms or abbreviations 
wherever possible.  However, if 
they appear in the attached 
paper, please list them in the 
adjacent box. 

BAF Board assurance framework 
CN&EDoQ Chief nurse & executive director of quality 
EDoF&BD Executive director of finance & business 

development 
EMD Executive medical director 
COO Chief operating officer 
DoW Director of workforce 
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Agenda Item 12/21a 

 
Meeting of the Board of Directors 

Thursday 29th April 2021 
 

Board Assurance Framework 2020/21 – closing position 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

The board assurance framework (BAF) 2020/21 was presented to the Board and Quality 
Assurance Committee in March and the Audit Committee in April. The board assurance 
framework is regularly reviewed by the executive team and company secretary. 
 
 

2. Changes since the last review 
Changes were made as a result of discussions at the March Board as well as discussions 
with Executive Directors.  
 
There have been minor changes to update assurance and controls for some risks. 
 
Risk scores have been assessed at the end of the financial year for all risks and the end of 
Q4 scores have been added for each risk. A column has also been added that shows 
whether the risk is rolling over into the BAF 2021/22. 

  
 
3.  Suggested updates  

There are no suggested updates to the risks identified in the Board Assurance Framework in 
April. 
 

 
4. Recommendation 

The Board is asked to note the closing position of the board assurance framework (BAF) 
2021/22 that reflects the risks to achievement of the corporate objectives.  
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1.1 Risk to patients and reputational risk to trust of 
exceeding the HCAI thresholds CN&EDoQ 3 1

Patients with known or suspected HCAI are isolated. Medicines management policy contains prescribing 
guidelines to minimise risk of predisposition to C-Diff & other HCAI's.  Need to maintain low levels of Gram 
negative bacteraemia. RCA undertaken for each known case. Induction training & bespoke training if 
issues identified. Close working with NHS England at NIPR meetings. 

None identified. No formal threshold 
set by commissioners. 6

NIPR meetings continuing. Levels reported through performance 
report to Management Board and Board of Directors and 
quarterly to NHS Improvement. 

None identified 9 9 9 9 3 ✓ 0

1.2
Failure to learn from patient feedback (patient 
satisfaction survey / external patient surveys / 
complaints / PALS)

CN&EDoQ 1 4
Monthly patient satisfaction survey undertaken and reported through performance report. Negative 
comments fed back to specific area and plans developed by ward leaders to address issues. Action plans 
developed and monitored from national surveys. Complaints and PALs procedures in place.

None identified 4

Management Board and Board of Directors monthly Integrated 
performance and quality report. National survey results 
presented to Board of Directors. Action plans monitored through 
the Patient Experience Committee

None identified 8 8 8 8 4 ✓ 4

1.3 Risk of exceeding the thresholds for harm free care 
indicators (falls, pressure ulcers) CN&EDoQ 1 4

Collaborative projects in place. All falls come through executive nursing panel process. Call don't fall 
initiative. Falls group. Introduction of the TAB system. Executive review group looks at attribution of 
avoidable / unavoidable. Trust aim to maintain 16/17 levels.                                                                                          
System for assessment of ulcers / grading used. Training across the trust (focus on theatres/critical care). 
NHSI criteria for assessment & expectations around pressure ulcers - internal review undertaken.New 
NHSI requirments for reporting pressure ulcers from Nov 18, reported from Dec 18. Maintain low rates of 
catheter associated UTI's and maintain 95%+ VTE assessments. Increase in low harm

None identified 8 Regular reports to Quality Assurance committee and board 
(through the integrated performance report). None identified 12 12 16 16 4 ✓ 4

1.4 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on clinical 
outcomes, safety and experience CN&EDoQ 2 4

Regular meetings of response team. Clinical Advisory Group in place.Updates to all staff. Daily monitoring 
of staffing / patient impact. Following national guidance. Leading cancer care through the Cancer Hub. 
Biosecurity measures on site to maintain a COVID secure environment. Adherence to surgical standards 
around safe surgery during COVID-19. Continued planning for next phase in terms of capacity & demand. 
Modifications made to treatments as approved through Clinical Adsvisory Group. Review of harm 
undertaken.

Uncertanties associated with the 
virus & the timeframes of the impact 8

Weekly reports from the response teams. Regular 
communication with internal and external stakeholders. Reports 
to Board.

None identified 25 25 16 16 8 ✓ 16
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2.1
Disruption to delivery of the Research strategy due 
to the impact of COVID 19 creating strategic, 
financial and operational risks 

EMD 4 4

Performance management system in place to track real time delivery;  set-up review group in place to 
make recommendations for improvements; regular review at disease team quarterly assurance meetings; 
SLAs established with each service department involved in set up and delivery.  COVID19 Task & Finish 
Groups established to manage impact of finance, activity, workforce challenges along with the need for 
further digital enablement of the business. Interview for Director of Research March 2021.

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19 16

Weekly review of 70 day performance. All industry metrics 
reported through to the Research Divisional Board and 
Management Board; quarterly review of Disease Group 
performance. 6 monthly reports to Board. COVID-19 T&F Group 
monthly oversight meetings

None identified 12 12 16 16 16 ✓ 16

2.2
Risk to research profile and output through reduced 
funding & changes to clinical trial legislation as a 
result of EU Exit 

EMD 2 4
Regular dialogue with national funding organisations on potential impact; open dialogue with strategic 
pharma partners; strong academic investment strategy to retain and attract world leading academics. 
Reporting to NHSE/I as and when required. Engaging in national webinars and updates.

Oversight of potential  legislative 
impact and consideration of any 
impact from COVID-19 pandemic

8 Levels of risk and mitigation reported through Research Division 
Board and Christie Research Strategy Committee none identified 8 8 8 8 8 ✓ 8

2.3 Failure to deliver the Paterson building replacement EDoF&BD / 
EMD(S) 3 5

Programme board established with UoM & CRUK. Funding plan agreed in principle. Preliminary review to 
Board in June 18. MoU finalised. Detail at each Board. Draft full business case (FBC) to November Board, 
FBC approval to Jan 19 Board. Additional board sessions to discuss complex case. Planning application 
will be considered in late August by Manchester City Council. Development agreement signed. GMP 
approval planned for November. Project Board working on affordability - progress on value engineering 
and VAT position. Full business case approved at November BoD. Development Agreement unconditional

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19. 15 Regular reports to Board & Audit Committee None identified 10 20 20 15 15 ✓ 10

Corporate objective 1 - To demonstrate excellent and equitable clinical outcomes and patient safety, patient experience and clinical effectiveness for those patients living with and beyond cancer

Corporate objective 2 - To be an international leader in research and innovation which leads to direct patient benefits at all stages of the cancer journey
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3.1
Disruption to delivery of the School of Oncology 
strategy due to the impact of COVID 19 creating 
strategic, financial, reputational and operational risks 

EMD 3 3

Refresh of the School of Oncology to focus on integration of objectives between clinical divisions, research 
and education. Review Schools ability to support development PAs and consider funding for development 
work. Continue with Job Planning activity to increase transparency of educational PAs. Ongoing work with 
senior managers and divisions to look at longer term models to backfill posts. Investment needed to 
develop virtual eductaional approaches. Different approaches to educational delivery.

Continuing difficulty in back filling 
senior staff despite funding 
availability. Uncertainty around 
impact of COVID-19.

9 School of oncology board reports to Management Board. 6 
monthly reports to Board. None identified 12 12 12 12 9 ✓ 6
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4.1 Insufficient capacity in the Cancer Hub to manage 
demand 2 4 8 8 8 8 12 8 ✓ 4

4.2 Underutilised capacity in theatres 2 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 ✓ 4

4.3 Lack of evidence to show progress against the 
ambition to be leading comprehensive cancer centre EMD(S) 2 3 Reaccreditation by OECI . Baseline measures identified and presented to Board of Directors. Discussion 

at time out in March 2017. Looking at how we can be part of International Benchmarking.
Availability of comprehensive data 
with which to compare ourselves 6

Designated as the most technologically advanced cancer centre 
in the world outside North America. In segment 1 (Single 
oversight framework). Board discussion. MCRC Strategy. Prof 
Sir Mike Richards external assurance on Paterson business 
case.

None identified 6 6 8 6 6 ✓ 6
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5.1 Non-delivery of our chemotherapy strategy COO / 
EDoF&BD 3 4

Option appraisal of mobile unit versus static/hospital based provision. Option appraisal undertaken for new 
sites. Approval of business case for Christie @ East Cheshire June 18. Regular updates to Board. Project 
Board with partners in place. Strategy on track but constrained by other trusts. Expansion on Withington 
site. Macclesfield build on time and budget.

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19 12 Reports to Management Board None identified 12 12 12 12 12 ✓ 8

5.2 Impact of GM pathology on The Christie Pathology 
Partnership objectives 

COO/ 
EDoF&BD 2 3

The Christie Pathology Partnership board established. Operational management reviewed. Attendance at 
meetings. Working with partners in GM around HMDS and Genomics services. HMDS operational from 
November 2018. Review of contract arrangements for CPP. Review of Trust strategy with regards to on 
site pathology

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19 6 Reports to BoD from The Christie Pathology Partnership board 

meetings. None identified 6 6 6 6 6 ✓ 6

5.3 Change in financial regime resulting in inability to 
reinvest  EDoF&BD 3 5

Participating at national level to influence new financial regime to ensure we deliver efficiency. 
Assessment of GM system envelope to ascertain if “top up” payment includes loss of non-clinical income. 
Development of mitigating strategies including the introduction of divisional financial envelopes to manage 
costs, efficiency / transformation to release cash for future investment.

Changes in national funding 
arrangements 15 To continue to report through Managment Board and Board of 

Directors via the Finance report. None identified 15 15 20 15 15 ✓ 10

5.4
The Christie Pharmacy Company objectives not 
achieved impacting on clinical service, patient 
experience and Trust reputation

COO 2 3

Weekly reports to Executive Team. Quarterly reports to Board of Directors. Non executive chair in place. 
Internal and external auditors in place. MIAA governance audit - significant assurance. Waiting times 
reported monthly through Integrated Performance report & improving as a result of the home delivery 
service working.

None identified 6 Regular reports to Board and Audit Committee None identified 6 6 6 6 6 ✓ 6

Corporate objective 5 - To provide leadership within the local network of cancer care

Corporate objective 3 - To be an international leader in professional and public education for cancer care 

Corporate objective 4 -  To integrate our clinical, research and educational activities as an internationally recognised and leading comprehensive cancer centre

Anaesthetic capacity. Uncertainty 
around impact of COVID-19

SITREP meetings, Clinical Advisory Group set up to discuss key clinical issues. Arrangement in place 
across GM to direct patients to Hub. Clinical prioritisation process. Continued working with independent 
sector. Wigan sent 2 anaesthetists to help support service.

GM Cancer Hub SITREP report to Management Board None identifiedEMD(S)
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6.1 Key performance targets not achieved COO 5 3

Executive led monthly divisional performance review meetings. Integrated performance & quality report to 
Management Board and Board of Directors monthly. Digital Maturity board meeting monthly (includes 
cyber security). Escalation internally & across GM of delays impacting waiting time targets. Monitoring 
cancer waiting time standards through GM Cancer & IPR. Working as part of GM Hub to improve cancer 
pathway across GM&C.

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19 15

Integrated performance report to Management Board and BoD. 
Presentation on 62 days to Quality Assurance Committee Sept 
19.

None identified 8 8 15 15 15 ✓ 12

6.3 Non delivery of the cancer element of the GM 
recovery plans COO 1 4

Delivering services in line with the cancer hub. Linking in with GM hospital cell on diagnostic recovery 
plan. Biosecurity measures in place across the organisation. Transformation projects within OP (virtual 
clinics). Activity monitored daily. Cancer Hub operating for GM.

Uncertainty around impact of 
COVID-19 4 Progress monitored through integrated performance report to 

Management Board and Board of Directors None identified 12 12 8 8 4 ✓ 0

6.4 Current EPR unable to support delivery of 
operational objectives EDoF&BD 1 4 External analysis undertaken to identify options to address issues with CWP (clinical web portal). Business 

case in development for EPR. Procurement process underway to bring in a development partner.

Internal capability & expertise to 
support system going forward. 
CWP built on an outdated platform

4 Reports to Digital Maturity Board, Management Board & Board 
of Directors. None identified 8 8 4 4 4 ✓ 4

6.5 Failure to implement Christie Private Care strategy 
resulting in detrimental impact on profit share EDoF&BD 2 4

JV Board meetings. Approval of CPC strategy. Approval of capital investment to expand theatres. John 
Logue appointed as medical advisor. Business case for new theatre approved Oct 18.Profit share 
improved in Q3 & into Q4.

National arrangements with the 
independent sector during the 
COVID pandemic

8 Regular reports to Board None identified 8 8 20 20 8 ✓ 8

6.6

Reputational damage, service disruption and 
financial loss due to cyber-attack as a result of out of 
date IT systems / not conforming to NHS digital 
standards.

EDoF&BD 2 4
Business case approved April 2019. Infrastructure in place to support new
operating system (OS). New PCs being rolled out with new OS. Monitoring taking place through IG panel. 
Bidding for national monies to mitigate the risk.

None identified 8 Reports to Digital Maturity Board, Management Board & Board 
of Directors. None identified 6 6 8 8 8 ✓ 4
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7.1 Target reductions in sickness levels not achieved DoW / COO 4 3 Adherence with sickness management policy monitored through performance review meetings. COVID-19 
and non COVID-19 sickness levels monitored & reported. None identified 12 Monthly sickness levels as reported in Integrated performance 

and quality report None identified 6 6 12 12 12 ✓ 9

7.2 Underutilisation of the apprenticeship levy DoW 5 2

Monthly monitoring within the School of Oncology. Apprenticeship suitability incorporated into the ECOE 
process. Apprenticeship Strategy Framework in place. Robust Learning Needs Analysis to enable more 
detailed planning for apprenticeships. Career Development Practitioner recruited to assist with link 
apprenticeships to career development pathways.

Link to Career Development not 
universal 10 Regular report to board. Quarterly reporting to Workforce 

Committee None identified 9 9 9 9 10 ✓ 9

7.3 Risk of non compliance against PDR action plan to 
achieve Trust standard DoW 3 2 Information shared with managers on compliance. Redesigned systems and paperwork. Performance will 

be monitored through performance review process (restarted September/ October 20).

Q1/2/3 performance shadow 
monitored but not directly managed 
with teams in light of COVID-19.

6
Regular reporting to Management Board and Board of Directors 
through the integrated performance report. Yearend Trustwide 
performance at 80.3% 

None identified 6 6 6 6 6 ✓ 6

7.4

Trust wide staffing gaps due to national shortages in 
some occupations. Risk of negative impact on 
engagement levels, staff health & wellbeing and 
delivery of services.

DoW 3 4

Christie People Plan 2020/21 workstreams in place including: Nurse Retention Group , virtual recruitment 
event, Radiology & Radiotherapy Group. Review of the radiography workforce model. Development 
pathways. Proton student placements package. Macclesfield plan
Radiology service model review. Theatre recruitment. Employment brand. Workforce Committee Oversight

National staff shortages impacting 
recruitment 12 National staff survey 2019 results. Reports to Management 

Board. Agency spend. Workforce committee oversight None identified 16 16 16 16 12 ✓ 15

7.5 Risk of non compliance with essential training needs DoW 4 3
Delivery of training through virtual and e-platforms. Face to face training managed in line with social 
distancing. Performance will be monitored through performance review process (restarted September/ 
October 20). 

Q1/2/4 performance shadow 
monitored but not directly managed 
with teams in light of COVID-19. 
Impact of social distancing on 
delivery of training

12 Reports to Board through integrated performance report None identified 12 12 12 12 12 ✓ 6

7.6 Reputational damage as a result of the NHSEI rapid 
review (November 2020) EMDS 4 3 Communication with staff, Board and Governors. Full cooperation of Christie staff with NHSEI. Regular 

updates to Board. None identified 12 Internal Audit / counter fraud involvement. Legal advice where 
appropriate. None identified n/a n/a n/a 6 12 ✓ 0
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8.1 Impact on our ability to obtain planning approval for 
future capital developments. EDoF&BD 2 3

Close working with Manchester City Council (MCC) on implementing the green travel plan . The strategic 
planning framework approved and includes current and future requirements for travel to site. 
Communication with residents through the Neighbourhood Forum and newsletters. Green travel plan and 
sustainability plan in place. Car park business case approved and planning granted. Expansion of 
controlled parking zone approved. Monthly meetings with MCC planning team and extensive engagement 
programme in place.

None identified 6

Met the 15/16 through 20/21 green travel milestones. 
Agreement by MCC of strategic development plan. 5 year 
Capital Plan delivery. Monitored through Management Board & 
Board of Directors. Monthly meetings with MCC. Capital 
programme shared with MCC and Board of Directors. Plans for 
tiered car parking approved Jan 18.

None identified 15 15 6 6 6 ✓ 5

Corporate objective 7 - To be an excellent place to work and attract the best staff

Corporate objective 8 - To play our part in the local healthcare economy and community

Corporate objective 6 - To maintain excellent operational, quality and financial performance 

6.2 Lack of financial governance arrangements EDoF&BD 1 4 4 12 12 8 8 0
Change in approval process during level 4 incident. Monthly reporting to BoD and NHSE/I. System 
oversight of COVID expenditure. Delegated authority paper to November BoD. Tender awards approved 
by delagted authority to year end. Business cases following normal process from November to year end.

4None identified Reports to Management Board and Board of Directors. MIAA 
assessment of governnce during 2020. None identified x
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Agenda Item 12/21b 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

Subject / Title Audit Committee report – April 2021 

Author(s) Louise Westcott, Company Secretary 

Presented by Committee chair 

Summary / purpose of paper 

This paper provides the board with a summary of the 
assurance items considered by the Audit Committee 
at their April meeting and any subsequent actions 
required by the Board. 

Recommendation(s) To note the report and any actions 

Background papers Audit Committee papers 22nd April 2021 

Risk score N/A 

Link to: 

 Trust strategy

 Corporate objectives

• Trust’s strategic direction

• Divisional implementation plans

• Our Strategy

• Key stakeholder relationships

You are reminded not to use 
acronyms or abbreviations 
wherever possible.  However, 
if they appear in the attached 
paper, please list them in the 
adjacent box. 
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Agenda item 12/21b 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Thursday 29th April 2021 

 
 

Audit Committee report – April 2021 
 
 
1 Introduction 

The Audit Committee took place on 22nd April 2021. As minutes will not be available to 
be shared for the Board of Directors meeting, the following summary gives the Board 
information on the items that were considered and any actions required by the Board. 

 
 
2 Audit Committee agenda items 

The items listed below were all presented to the Audit Committee for assurance.  
 
• Draft Audit Committee annual report  
• Draft Annual Governance Statement  
• Review of the unaudited accounts  
• Board Assurance framework 2020-21 
• Audit committee effectiveness review 2020-21 outcome report 
• Review of gifts and hospitality register Q3 & Q4 2020-21  
• Payment Card Industry (PCI) Cardholder Data Procedure  
• Update from The Christie Pharmacy Company  
• Internal audit progress report 
• Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) final audit report 
• Head of Audit opinion 2020-21 
• Draft internal audit plan 2021-22 
• Internal Audit Charter 2021-22 
• Anti-fraud annual report 2020-21  
• Anti-fraud work plan 2021-22 update 
• External audit progress report and sector update 
• Informing the Audit Risk Assessment 2020-21 
• External audit plan 2020-21 

 
The committee chair will note any actions required by Board and make escalations to 
Board as necessary. 
 
 

3 Recommendation 
 The Board are asked to note the reports received for assurance by the Audit 

Committee in April. 
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